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Introduction 
 
Since 2014, MHA Screening provided mental health screenings online to over 20 million users 
worldwide, supporting roughly 5 million users annually since 2021. This robust sample of users 
provides an opportunity to evaluate population-level data that will help prioritize communities in 
need. In 2021, MHA published a public dashboard of mental health risk in the United States that 
supports our goal of identifying those communities at highest risk and need for mental health 
support.  
 
As an extension of the lessons and impact of our public national dashboard, MHA sought to 
replicate the process at a local level. In 2022, MHA began working with Mental Health America 
Illinois to lay out a framework for building a local dashboard and to develop an actionable 
pathway to support policy and program opportunities for Cook County, Illinois. This guide was 
developed to provide best practices for affiliates to replicate the process of creating a local 
mapping dashboard in other counties across the U.S. 
 

Why Create a Local Mapping Dashboard?  
 
Part of the mission of the MHA online screening program is to further data-driven, upstream, 
population-level efforts to improve mental health. Our goal is to use screening data to rapidly 
analyze and disseminate information to help fill unmet needs and gaps in care for our 
communities. MHA Screening is not only the largest existing data set of help-seeking individuals 
for mental health conditions, but it collects data in real time as people are actively taking 
screens. This allows MHA National and our affiliates to recognize and respond to changes and 
trends in the mental health of the nation faster than any other data set in the country. Building a 
local dashboard can aid in developing an actionable pathway to support policy and program 
opportunities to address mental health needs locally and at the state level.  
 
In the development of the dashboard, MHA affiliates should consider local factors that may be 
driving disparities in accessibility of and proximity to adequate mental health care and identify 
key focus areas that can aid in finding stakeholders who share interests. Some factors to 
consider when making a dashboard and identifying stakeholders are: the amounts and sources 
of funding for mental health care, key decision makers, concentration of mental health providers 
and services throughout the county or state, historical contexts that contribute to disparities, and 
relationships between organizations involved in mental health care.  
 
Creation of a local dashboard can help affiliates form relationships with other stakeholders in the 
community and forge cross-sector partnerships and programming based on the data. With every 
encounter, you’re able to learn more about stakeholder interest and use it to fuel the 
development and use of the dashboard. When preparing to do outreach, it’s important to 
consider:  

• People you know 
• People who control funding of systems you want to elevate  

o City, County, and State Public mental health department 
o City, County, and State Public health department 
o Other MH organizations and advocates 
o Schools: districts, principals, school board 
o State and local policymakers 

• What policy or local activities are happening that can be leveraged for meeting or to 
increase interest or will in the data 

http://mhascreening.org/
https://mhanational.org/mhamapping/mha-state-county-data
https://www.mhai.org/
https://www.mhai.org/
https://mhanational.org/mhamapping/mha-local-data
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• Organizations or stakeholders based on catchment areas of interest 
• Organizations or stakeholders based on data findings – for example, MHA has key 

interests in public health/mental health and youth facing organizations; actionable 
prevention opportunities; and stakeholders working with high risk populations. 

 
 
Understanding the Strengths and Limitations of MHA Screening Data 
 
The results from MHA Screening constitute one of the largest datasets collecting and 
distributing national mental health information in real-time, allowing us to recognize and react to 
changes in the mental health of the nation as they occur. MHA Screening also captures 
information about an individual’s mental health needs earlier than other datasets. When people 
first begin experiencing symptoms of a mental health condition or begin to experience a relapse 
of symptoms from an existing mental health condition, they often look for answers and 
resources online, long before speaking to a provider. As such, the data can be an indicator of 
imminent mental health need, which allows for it to be used for earlier intervention and detection 
of mental health concerns before they become crises. 
 
The MHA Screening dataset collects information from a help-seeking population, meaning 
individuals access the mental health screening tools while searching for mental health 
resources and support online. This is a convenience sample, not a general sample of the U.S. 
population. As a result, users are more likely to screen at risk or with moderate-to-severe 
symptoms of mental health conditions than the general population. Thus, the population 
represented within this dataset differs from other national mental health datasets collected by 
federal agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the U.S. 
Census Bureau Household Pulse Survey, both of which survey a sample of the general U.S. 
population. This convenience sample allows MHA to understand the experiences of individuals 
with the highest need who were actively seeking help for their mental health, and therefore can 
be interpreted as a minimum unmet need for immediate resources and support across the U.S. 
When creating our local data dashboard, MHA and MHA Illinois evaluated the demographic 
breakdown of the Cook County data from MHA Screening against U.S. Census Data to better 
understand how the Cook County convenience sample differed from the general population.  
 
One of the benefits of being an MHA affiliate is receiving data from MHA Screening. Affiliates 
can receive data from a custom URL (which captures all data from individuals accessing MHA 
Screening from your website), state-level data (which captures all data from individuals 
selecting your state on the demographic questions following each screen), and/or data from 
your local service area (which captures all data from individuals reporting a zip code within your 
catchment area on the demographic questions following each screen). If you are interested in 
receiving Screening data from MHA National, email Mika Sakamoto at 
msakamoto@mhanational.org. 
 
As part of the optional demographic questions following each screen, MHA asks users to report 
their state and zip code. If you receive data from multiple counties and would like to map your 
data to the county or city level, you will need to download a dataset to match each zip code with 
a county or city name. For our mapping work, MHA National uses a zip code database created 
by Simple Maps, which you can purchase or download a free version here.  

mailto:msakamoto@mhanational.org
https://simplemaps.com/data/us-zips
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MHA uses Tableau Prep to prepare and clean MHA Screening data for Tableau Desktop. This 
cleaning process can also be replicated in R, however, the process within this guide is designed 
for Tableau Prep.  

 

Creating Dashboards: What you should consider before you get started 
 
User privacy is the most important consideration whenever you are debating whether to release 
MHA Screening data publicly. Any identifiable information (such as names, email addresses, 
home addresses, or phone numbers) must be immediately removed from the data. Even without 
this information, users may be identifiable with a combination of their demographic information 
and zip code. For example, if a zip code only has 50 residents, knowing an individual’s age, 
gender, race/ethnicity, and special population information may allow others to identify them. We 
always want to protect users from having their individual mental health screening information 
publicly known. As a best practice, MHA has only allowed one demographic variable to be 
included at the zip code level. In the Cook County, Illinois local dashboard, we only allow users 
to explore zip code level data by age group. Larger geographic areas (like states) can include 
more demographic variables, as it would be more difficult to identify any one individual at the 
state level.  
 
During the creation of the State and County data dashboard, MHA National was advised by 
epidemiologists to only include geographic areas in analyses if they had more than 5 individuals 
with a “positive” result. This data suppression step is included as the final step in the Public-
Facing Tableau Prep flow only. 
 
Considering the MHA Screening program accommodates screening and demographic data from 
millions of users across 11 screens, it is also essential to use local context to narrow down key 
areas to focus on. Identifying key populations that may be more at risk for mental health 
conditions and/or lack access to adequate care can inform what data would be useful to present 
in your catchment area.  

NOTE: Zip codes and county lines often do not line up perfectly. Within the Simple 

Maps dataset, the column “county_name” contains the name of the county that the majority 

of the zip code falls within. Some zip codes within this group cross into other counties. The 

column titled “county_names_all” has a full list of every county the zip code falls into.  

NOTE: The processes within this guide are used to clean data for a dashboard 
reflecting final screen results, which can be built from a monthly summary file. 
Suicidal ideation data is taken from question 9 of the PHQ-9 depression screen. If you 
would like to create a dashboard reflecting data on suicidal ideation, you will also 
need to receive an item-level depression report each month. This will need to be 
requested separately. To request this data, email Mika Sakamoto at 
msakamoto@mhanational.org. 

mailto:msakamoto@mhanational.org
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MHA affiliates may also want to limit the amount of data they make publicly available in order to 
create interest for partnerships or additional funding. A publicly available dashboard can be a 
useful tool for sharing high-level aggregated information about mental health needs in a 
catchment area. If outside organizations would like more information or technical assistance on 
how to use the information available, affiliates can use that as an opportunity to create new 
partnerships.  
 
If your affiliate does want to create and publish a public-facing dashboard, MHA National is 
happy to provide technical assistance if there are any concerns about privacy or liability issues. 
We would also like to help promote your dashboard and keep track of how MHA Screening data 
is being used by affiliates. Once you have published your dashboard, please let us know by 
emailing Maddy Reinert at mreinert@mhanational.org.  
 
Not all Tableau dashboards need to be public. Your affiliate can follow the steps outlined 
throughout this document to map your data and keep it unpublished for internal use only. A 
private dashboard may be useful because it can allow your affiliate to map more demographic 
information and more granular information than you can share publicly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: Tableau dashboards do not protect raw data. Users of your publicly available 
dashboard always have the ability to download the dataset you have loaded into 
Tableau. Make sure that you are not loading in any data that you would not want 
others to be able to view and use for their own purposes. 

mailto:mreinert@mhanational.org
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Using Tableau to Build a Local Data Dashboard 

 

Tableau Software 
 
MHA uses the data visualization software Tableau to analyze MHA Screening data and create 
dashboards to explore local findings, both for affiliates who want to know more about mental 
health within their catchment areas and for the public to view rates of mental health conditions 
at the state and county level.  
 
There are three versions of Tableau that MHA uses to create a local data dashboard: Tableau 
Prep, Tableau Desktop, and Tableau Reader.  

• Tableau Prep is used to clean and aggregate MHA Screening data to the city and/or 
county level. Tableau Prep requires the user to purchase a license for use. 

• Tableau Desktop is used to create maps of mental health conditions using MHA 
Screening data and organize them into a cohesive dashboard. Tableau Desktop requires 
the user to purchase a license for use.  

• Tableau Reader is a free software that allows users to open and view pre-packaged 
dashboards without purchasing a license. However, Tableau Reader only allows the 
user to view dashboards. It cannot be used to analyze data, edit dashboards, or create 
new dashboards.  

 
Pricing 
 
To follow this process and create a mapping dashboard, at least one staff member must 
purchase a Tableau Creator license. This license will grant access to both Tableau Prep and 
Tableau Desktop. Pricing for a Tableau license for both products can be found here. At the time 
of publication of this toolkit, one Tableau license costs $75 per month ($900 per year). Tableau 
does occasionally offer discounted licenses to nonprofit organizations. Before purchasing a 
Tableau license, contact Tableau Sales to see if you could obtain a discount here.  
 
If you are interested in creating a mapping dashboard for internal use and do not want to 
purchase a Tableau license, please email Maddy Reinert at mreinert@mhanational.org to 
discuss how MHA National may support this work.  

 
Key terminology for Tableau: 

• Visualization: A visualization is the graph, table, map, or other visual representation of 
your data.  

• Worksheet: A worksheet refers to the window where you create your visualization. 
Worksheets are represented as tabs at the bottom of each Tableau file. To create a new 

worksheet, click this icon at the bottom of your Tableau screen.  Each worksheet 
can only contain one visualization. On each worksheet, there will be a column to the left 
of the view with each of the variables in your dataset. The top portion of the column 
contains blue variables called Dimensions, and the bottom portion of the column 
contains green variables called Measures. 

o Dimensions: Dimensions are categorical and string variables. Examples of 
dimensions are gender, race/ethnicity, and household income. 

https://buy.tableau.com/en-us/?utm_campaign_id=2018161&utm_campaign=Prospecting-CORE-ALL-ALL-ALL-ALL&utm_medium=Paid%20Search&utm_source=Google%20Search&utm_language=EN&utm_country=USCA&kw=%2Btableau%20%2Bpricing&adgroup=CTX-Brand-Pricing-B&adused=RSA&matchtype=b&d=7013y000000vYhH&nc=7013y0000022aKSAAY&cq_cmp=1695532987&cq_net=g&gclid=Cj0KCQjw9fqnBhDSARIsAHlcQYQvRkygcZGrMCK-VgW12w3WbfPv1XpIS6sfDojCevl8xUOn6ITixmEaAp5zEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.tableau.com/about/contact
mailto:mreinert@mhanational.org
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o Measures: Measures are continuous and/or numerical variables. Examples of 
measures are count, latitude, and longitude. Any calculated variables you create 
(for example, number per 100,000 people) will also be under Measures.  

• Dashboard: A dashboard is where you can display multiple visualizations on one page. 
You cannot edit a visualization beyond basic formatting on the dashboard. To do so, you 
will need to return to the worksheet where you created the visualization. To create a new 

dashboard, click this icon at the bottom of your Tableau screen.  
• Prep Flow: A prep flow is a file using Tableau Prep software. The flow refers to the file 

containing the cleaning process for your data. It is referred to as a “flow” because it is a 
series of steps connected by arrows from your initial data set to your cleaned output.  

 

Common Troubleshooting Issues 

 
If you are unable to open a Tableau file: 

1. Check that the Tableau file is saved as a Tableau Packaged Workbook (.twbx) file. 
When you create a new dashboard on Tableau Desktop it will automatically save as a 
Tableau Workbook (.twb) file. Tableau Desktop can open Tableau Workbook (.twb) files, 
but Tableau Reader is only able to open Tableau Packaged Workbook (.twbx) files. To 
save a Tableau Workbook (.twb) file as a Tableau Packaged Workbook (.twb) file, select 
Tableau Packaged Workbook from the “Save as Type” dropdown menu when saving the 
file.  

 
If your Tableau Prep Flow can’t run and you see red exclamation points on some steps: 
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1. Check that your variable names match those in the steps listed under “Changes.” 
MHA National has programmed the steps of the data cleaning process already, but 
unfortunately Tableau codes those steps under specific variable names. To change a 
variable’s name, either change it in your Excel file or double click on the variable name 
in any of the cleaning steps and rename it. Tableau Prep will let you know where the 
problem is in the flow on the Alerts button in the top right corner. 

2. Rename the “Logs” file in your Tableau Prep Repository. After you have used 
Tableau Prep several times, it can begin to glitch. If the Tableau Prep flow is taking 
exceptionally long to run or if you get an error that says your flow cannot run without a 
specific reason, Tableau Prep may just need you to clear up some memory. Go to the 
location of your Tableau Prep Repository (assigned when you download Tableau Prep) 
and rename the folder “Logs.” Once you open Tableau Prep again, it will automatically 
create a new “Logs” folder and you can delete the old one. 

 
If you open a Tableau file and the visualizations are blank: 

1. Make sure that filters are turned off or adjusted. If you open your Tableau file and 
some visualizations are blank, there may be a filter hiding the data. For example, the 
demographic questions asked through MHA Screening have changed over time. If date 
is used as a filter in your file, it may be filtering to a date prior to when the variable was 
collected, and therefore the visualization will be blank. 

2. If you have recently added new data to the file, make sure the variable names have 
not changed. Visualizations are built using specific variables, and these visualizations 
will only update if they are able to find the variables you have coded when building them. 
For example, if you build a visualization using the variable “Household Income,” it can 
only use data under that name. If you upload a new data file and the variable name has 
changed to “Income,” your visualization will appear blank. If Tableau cannot find a 
variable, there will be a red exclamation point next to the variable name in the left-hand 
column of your worksheet.  

 
If you try these fixes and they do not work, or you have a separate problem that is not listed 
above, please contact Maddy Reinert at mreinert@mhanational.org for technical assistance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:mreinert@mhanational.org
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Cleaning Your Data with the Affiliate Tableau Prep Flow 
 
MHA National has created a Public-Facing Tableau Prep Flow and a Private-Facing Tableau 
Prep Flow for affiliates to clean and convert their monthly screening data into a file appropriate 
for mapping. Both Prep Flows are designed to make it easy for you to update your mapping 
dashboard each time you receive monthly or quarterly data.  
 
The Private-Facing Tableau Prep file is designed to clean your data but maintain all 
demographic variables. The output from this Prep Flow is meant to create dashboards for 
affiliate internal use only. This Private-Facing Tableau Prep Flow can be found on the Affiliate 
Resource Center here.  
 
The Public-Facing Tableau Prep file is designed to clean your data, remove most demographic 
variables, and aggregate data to the county level. It also has data suppression built into the 
cleaning process. The output from this Prep Flow is meant to create dashboards for public use. 
This Public-Facing Tableau Prep Flow can be found on the Affiliate Resource Center here.  
 
To use these files, you will need to have a Tableau Prep license. For more information on how 
to get a license for Tableau and pricing, refer to the Tableau Software section above on page 7. 

 
The Private-Facing Dashboard Prep Flow  
Once you have opened the Tableau Prep flow, you will see the following flow.  
 

 
 
Step 1: Connecting Your Data  
The first thing you must do is connect your data to the Tableau Prep file. The file is designed to 
clean your data using three inputs:  

1. Zip code file: A dataset linking zip codes with a county name. For 
our mapping work, MHA National uses a zip code database 

https://arc.mhanational.org/user/login?destination=/affiliate-resources-mapping-mha-screening-data%3Fcheck_logged_in%3D1
https://arc.mhanational.org/user/login?destination=/affiliate-resources-mapping-mha-screening-data%3Fcheck_logged_in%3D1
https://arc.mhanational.org/user/login?destination=/affiliate-resources-mapping-mha-screening-data%3Fcheck_logged_in%3D1
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created by Simple Maps, which you can purchase or download a 
free version here. 

2. Overall file: A file containing all data for the time period you want 
to map (for example, a file containing all of your affiliate’s data 
from 2020-2022). 

3. New file: A file containing your most recent month or quarter of 
data (sent to you by MHA National). NOTE: if you are creating a 
mapping dashboard for the first time, you will not need to add 
a new month or quarter to your data. This is included to make it 
easy for you to update your mapping dashboard each time you 
receive new data.  

 
For example, if MHA National sends you your affiliate data for March 2023, your “overall file” 
would contain all your data MHA had previously sent you (for example, from 2020-February 
2023) before the new month. Your “new file” would be the March 2023 data that MHA sent you 
at the beginning of the month.  
 
To add these data sources, click the white plus sign next to “Connections” in the blue column on 
the left side of your screen. Click “Microsoft Excel” under “To a File.” Select the files you want to 
connect, and click OK.  

 
Once you have connected to your data, click on each data file. You will see each of the sheets 
in your Excel file listed at the bottom of the blue column on the left of your screen under 
“Tables.” Click and drag the sheet to connect it to the flow. Your zip code file (linking zip codes 
to county names) should be dragged and connected to the step circled in red below (labeled 

https://simplemaps.com/data/us-zips
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“Clean Step 3”). Click and drag the sheet and hover over the step. You will see an option for 
“Add” appear to the left. Drop the sheet on the “Add” option.  

 
Click on your data file in the flow. Remove all variables in the data file except zip, lat, lng, city, 
state_name, population, county_name, and county_names_all. To remove a variable, hover 
over the variable in the “Field Name” list. Three icons will appear to the right of the variable 
name. Click the X to remove the variable (pictured below). You can also remove these variables 
by deleting them from your Excel file before connecting it to the Tableau Prep Flow.  
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Tableau initially reads zip codes as a number, and trims leading or ending zeroes. Click the # 
symbol in the column “Type” on the left side of the zip variable. Select “String” from the drop-
down menu.  
 
Click and drag the sheet containing all previous data for your affiliate to connect it to the flow. 
This file should be dragged and connected to the step circled in red below (labeled “Union 1”). 
Click and drag the sheet and hover over the step. You will see an option for “Add” appear to the 
left. Drop the sheet on the “Add” option.  
 

 
 
 
If you would like to use multiple sheets of data (for example, in the screenshot below, if you 
would like to clean all data from 2020-2022 together despite them being saved in different 
sheets), click and drag the first sheet into the blank view. A gray field with four options will 
appear: Settings, Tables, Data Sample, and Changes. Select “Tables.” Under “Sources,” you 
will see two options: “Single Table” and “Union Multiple Tables.” Select “Union Multiple Tables.” 
In the field “Included Tables,” you should now see each of the sheets in your Excel data file 
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listed. To combine the data from all sheets in Tableau Prep, click the blue button labeled 
“Apply.” 

 

 

 
If your Excel file only contains one sheet, or if you would like to only clean one sheet of data, 
select “Single Table.” You should see each of the variables in your Excel sheet displayed in the 
fields list on the right.  
 
Click and drag the sheet containing your new month or quarter of data for your affiliate to 
connect it to the flow. This file should be dragged and connected to the same step circled in red 
below (labeled “Union 1”). Click and drag the sheet and hover over the step. You will see an 
option for “Add” appear to the left. Drop the sheet on the “Add” option.  

NOTE: Tableau Prep combines data from multiple sheets by matching variable names 
and stacking the data from each sheet underneath the other. To be able to combine 
multiple sheets of data, the variable names (or column names in your Excel file) must 
match across sheets. 
 
If you have two of the same variables that are named differently in one file, Tableau will 
count them as separate variables. This may duplicate records of screens, which would make 
your counts in your mapping dashboard inaccurate. 
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Step 2: Creating a Union  
 
Once you have both your monthly and full datasets connected to the step circled above, click on 

the step (labeled “Union 1”). A Union step means you are telling Tableau to combine two 

datasets together on matching variables. Tableau combines these datasets vertically, meaning it 

adds the new data into the columns below data that already exists (as if you were entering new 

rows of data into existing columns in an Excel file).  

A Union step requires that the columns in both datasets have the same name, so Tableau 

knows where to put the data. Make sure you have renamed the columns in both files to 

match before loading them into Tableau Prep. If you did not rename the columns before 

loading the data in and/or prefer to do it in Tableau Prep, you can manually tell Tableau which 

columns are the same. When you click on your Union step, there will be a box to the left labeled 

“Mismatched Fields.”  
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In the screenshot above, for example, “Created” and “Entry Date” are both date fields. To tell 
Tableau to combine the data in those two columns, click on one of the variable names. Once it 
is selected, hover over the other variable name. A gray + should appear to the right of the 
variable name. Click the + to tell Tableau to combine those variables. Continue doing this to 
match each of your mismatched variables.  
 
If you have variables that only exist in one dataset and not the other, you can leave them in your 
mismatched variables. Tableau will simply add them as their own separate columns.  
 
Step 3: Filter Your Data  
 
Sometimes users on MHA Screening will enter a zip code and state that do not match each 
other (for example, a zip code from California, but report their state is Illinois). In that case, we 
are unable to confirm which is the user’s real location (California or Illinois) and may be counting 
their data in the wrong place. To ensure that we are mapping data correctly, we must keep only 
data from the state that matches the zip code catchment area we are mapping.  
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On the same “Union 1” step, in the “State” variable box, right click on your state (for example, 
Illinois) and click “Keep Only” from the drop-down menu. This removes all data where someone 
has entered a different state or has not entered an answer to State from the dataset.  

 
 
 
Step 4: Set your Outputs  

At the end of each flow, you will see a gray “play” button.  This represents your Output, or 
the files that Tableau will save with your final cleaned data.  
 
An Output contains several options: 

• Name: Under Name, type what you would like your file to be titled. 
• Location: Type in the box or click the “Browse” button to choose the file location where 

you would like your output file to be saved.  
• Output type: In Tableau, Output type automatically defaults to a Tableau Data Extract 

(.hyper). This kind of file is only usable in Tableau. To view the file outside of Tableau, 
you will need to change the output type to either an Excel file or a CSV file. For our 
purposes, we converted the Output to an Excel file by selecting Microsoft Excel from the 
Output type dropdown list. 

• Worksheet: If you have changed your Output type from a Tableau Data Extract file to a 
Microsoft Excel file, you will need to assign a worksheet name (this will just appear as 
the sheet name within your Excel workbook). To assign a worksheet name, click the 
dropdown under “Worksheet” and type the name. Select “Create New Worksheet” with 
the worksheet name.  
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• Write Options: This tells Tableau whether you would like to create a new table or add to 
an existing table. We have selected “Create table,” which will generate a new file with 
the name you have written each time you run the flow. This will rewrite the Excel file 
each time you run this flow again.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: Always check the Write Options before running your flow. The “Create table” 
option will replace the file you have named in the steps above, which can result in lost data if 
you did not want to replace your existing file. The “Append to table” option will add to your 
existing file, which can result in duplicate data or overcounting if you are running your entire 
dataset and want to rewrite your existing file.  
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An explanation of each Output in the Tableau Prep Flow is below:  
 
1. Final County Output: This Output contains all your cleaned data with added columns for 
city, county name, and population. It also has a count for positive, negative, and total results for 
each row, which will make it easier to map your data. 
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2. 2020 Output, 2021 Output, 2022 Output, and 2023 Output: These outputs save all your 
data into one complete file. Notice on each of these outputs, the Name of the file should be the 
same, but the Worksheet names are different. What this is doing is creating one Excel file with 
each year of your data on a different Sheet. This ensures that your overall data file is updated 
each time you receive a new month or quarter of data. After you run this once, you will only 
need to run the most recent year (2023 Output) each time you run this prep flow.  
 
 
 

 
For example, if MHA National sends you your affiliate data for March 2023, your overall file 
(labeled 2020 in the screenshot above) would contain all your data from 2020-February 2023, 
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and you would be loading in your March 2023 data (labeled NEW MONTH in the screenshot 
above). If you run the outputs circled in red above, Tableau will create one file that contains all 
of your data from 2020-March 2023, meaning it will create a combined file between your 
previous data file and the new March 2023 file. Then when you receive your next month of data, 
you can attach that overall file created from the output (in the place of the file labeled 2020 in 
the screenshot above) and the April 2023 data will become your file labeled NEW MONTH in 
the screenshot above). This output step should make it easier to keep a running total file that 
you can use each time you update your mapping dashboard.  
 
Step 5: Running your Tableau Prep Flow 
 
The cleaning steps throughout the rest of the Tableau Prep Flow have been created for you in 
advance to follow the cleaning process that MHA National follows. If you would like to keep the 
same cleaning process, you can run your Prep Flow now. For an explanation of each of the 
steps in the cleaning process, please refer to the section “Appendix A: Full Private-
Facing Prep Flow Description” on page 95. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: Tableau Prep automatically samples all connected datasets to free up bandwidth 
when creating your flow. Before you run your Prep flow, to ensure that it cleans all data 
within your data file (and not just a sampled portion), click the “Data Sample” option 
next to “Tables.” Under “Select the amount of data you would like to include in the 
flow,” there are three options: Default sample amount, Use all data, and Fixed number 
of rows. Select “Use all data.” Do this for each of the datasets you have connected at the 
beginning of your flow. 
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To run all outputs in your Tableau Prep Flow, click the play symbol at the top of the screen. 

Otherwise, you can run individual outputs by clicking the play symbol next to them, or selecting 

the blue button labeled “Run Flow” at the bottom of your Output view.  

 

NOTE: If you have run these outputs before, Tableau will ask if you would like to “Replace 

the files” or “Cancel.” If you click “Replace,” you will be overwriting the last file you created 

with this Prep flow. If you would like to keep the previous file for any reason, simply click on 

your Outputs and rename the file under “Name.”  
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Congratulations! You have run your Tableau Prep Flow! 
 

The Public-Facing Dashboard Prep Flow 
 
Once you have opened the Tableau Prep flow, you will see the following flow.  

 
Step 1: Connecting Your Data  
The first thing you must do is connect your data to the Tableau Prep file. The file is designed to 
clean your data using three inputs:  

4. Zip code file: A dataset linking zip codes with a county name. For 
our mapping work, MHA National uses a zip code database 
created by Simple Maps, which you can purchase or download a 
free version here. 

5. Overall file: A file containing all data for the time period you want 
to map (for example, a file containing all of your affiliate’s data 
from 2020-2022). 

6. New file: A file containing your most recent month or quarter of 
data (sent to you by MHA National). NOTE: if you are creating a 
mapping dashboard for the first time, you will not need to add 
a new month or quarter to your data. This is included to make it 
easy for you to update your mapping dashboard each time you 
receive new data.  

 
For example, if MHA National sends you your affiliate data for March 2023, your “overall file” 
would contain all your data MHA had previously sent you (for example, from 2020-February 
2023) before the new month. Your “new file” would be the March 2023 data that MHA sent you 
at the beginning of the month.  
 
To add these data sources, click the white plus sign next to “Connections” in the blue column on 
the left side of your screen. Click “Microsoft Excel” under “To a File.” Select the files you want to 
connect, and click OK.  
 
 

https://simplemaps.com/data/us-zips
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Once you have connected to your data, click on each data file. You will see each of the sheets 
in your Excel file listed in the blue column on the left of your screen. Click and drag the sheet to 
connect it to the flow. Your zip code file (linking zip codes to county names) should be dragged 
and connected to the step circled in red below (labeled “Clean 2”). Click and drag the sheet and 
hover over the step. You will see an option for “Add” appear to the left. Drop the sheet on the 
“Add” option.  
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Click on your data file in the flow. Remove all variables in the data file except zip, lat, lng, city, 
state_name, population, county_name, and county_names_all. To remove a variable, hover 
over the variable in the “Field Name” list. Three icons will appear to the right of the variable 
name. Click the X to remove the variable (pictured below). You can also remove these variables 
by deleting them from your Excel file before connecting it to the Tableau Prep Flow.  
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Tableau initially reads zip codes as a number, and trims leading or ending zeroes. Click the # 
symbol in the column “Type” next to the zip variable. Select “String” from the drop-down menu.  
 
Click and drag the sheet containing all previous data for your affiliate to connect it to the flow. 
This file should be dragged and connected to the step circled in red below (labeled “Union 5”). 
Click and drag the sheet and hover over the step. You will see an option for “Add” appear to the 
left. Drop the sheet on the “Add” option.  
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If you would like to use multiple sheets of data (for example, in the screenshot below, if you 
would like to clean all data from 2020-2022 together despite them being saved in different 
sheets), click and drag the first sheet into the blank view. A gray field with four options will 
appear: Settings, Tables, Data Sample, and Changes. Select “Tables.” Under “Sources,” you 
will see two options: “Single Table” and “Union Multiple Tables.” Select “Union Multiple Tables.” 
In the field “Included Tables,” you should now see each of the sheets in your Excel data file 
listed. To combine the data from all sheets in Tableau Prep, click the blue button labeled 
“Apply.” 
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If your Excel file only contains one sheet, or if you would like to only clean one sheet of data, 
select “Single Table.” You should see each of the variables in your Excel sheet displayed in the 
fields list on the right.  
 
Click and drag the sheet containing your new month or quarter of data for your affiliate to 
connect it to the flow. This file should be dragged and connected to the same step circled in red 
below (labeled “Union 5”). Click and drag the sheet and hover over the step. You will see an 
option for “Add” appear to the left. Drop the sheet on the “Add” option.  
 

NOTE: Tableau Prep combines data from multiple sheets by matching variable names 
and stacking the data from each sheet underneath the other. To be able to combine 
multiple sheets of data, the variable names (or column names in your Excel file) must 
match across sheets. 
 
If you have two of the same variables that are named differently in one file, Tableau will 
count them as separate variables. This may duplicate records of screens, which would make 
your counts in your mapping dashboard inaccurate. 
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Step 2: Creating a Union  
 
Once you have both your monthly and full data sets connected to the step circled above, click 

on the step (labeled “Union 5”). A Union step means you are telling Tableau to combine two 

datasets together on matching variables. Tableau combines these datasets vertically, meaning it 

adds the new data into the columns below data that already exists (as if you were entering new 

rows of data into existing columns in an Excel file).  

A Union step requires that the columns in both datasets are named the same, so Tableau 

knows where to put the data. Make sure you have renamed the columns in both files to 

match before loading them into Tableau Prep. If you did not rename the columns before 

loading the data in and/or prefer to do it in Tableau Prep, you can manually tell Tableau which 

columns are the same. When you click on your Union step, there will be a box to the left labeled 

“Mismatched Fields.”  
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In the screenshot above, for example, “Created” and “Entry Date” are both date fields. To tell 
Tableau to combine the data in those two columns, click on one of the variable names. Once it 
is selected, hover over the other variable name. A gray + should appear to the right of the 
variable name. Click the + to tell Tableau to combine those variables. Continue doing this to 
match each of your mismatched variables. 
 
If you have variables that only exist in one dataset and not the other, you can leave them in your 
mismatched variables. Tableau will simply add them as their own separate columns.  
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Step 3: Filter Your Data  
 
Sometimes users on MHA Screening will enter a zip code and state that do not match each 
other (for example, a zip code from California, but report their state is Illinois). In that case, we 
are unable to confirm which is the user’s real location (California or Illinois) and may be counting 
their data in the wrong place. To ensure that we are mapping data correctly, we must keep only 
data from the state that matches the zip code catchment area we are mapping.  
 
On the same “Union 5” step, in the “State” variable box, right click on your state (for example, 
Illinois) and click “Keep Only” from the drop-down menu. This removes all data where someone 
has entered a different state or has not entered an answer to State from the dataset.  
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Step 4: Set your Outputs  

At the end of each of the flows, you will see a gray “play” button.  These represent your 
Outputs, or the files that Tableau will save with your final cleaned data.  
 
Each Output contains several options: 

• Name: Under Name, type what you would like your file to be titled. 
• Location: Type in the box or click the “Browse” button to choose the file location where 

you would like your output file to be saved.  
• Output type: In Tableau, Output type automatically defaults to a Tableau Data Extract 

(.hyper). This kind of file is only usable in Tableau. To view the file outside of Tableau, 
you will need to change the output type to either an Excel file or a CSV file. For our 
purposes, we converted the Output to an Excel file by selecting Microsoft Excel from the 
Output type dropdown list. 

• Worksheet: If you have changed your Output type from a Tableau Data Extract file to a 
Microsoft Excel file, you will need to assign a worksheet name (this will just appear as 
the sheet name within your Excel workbook). To assign a worksheet name, click the 
dropdown under “Worksheet” and type the name. Select “Create New Worksheet” with 
the worksheet name. 

• Write Options: This tells Tableau whether you would like to create a new table or add to 
an existing table. We have selected “Create table,” which will generate a new file with 
the name you have written each time you run the flow. This will rewrite the Excel file 
each time you run this flow again. 

 

 

NOTE: Always check the Write Options before running your flow. The “Create table” 
option will replace the file you have named in the steps above, which can result in lost data if 
you did not want to replace your existing file. The “Append to table” option will add to your 
existing file, which can result in duplicate data or overcounting if you are running your entire 
dataset and want to rewrite your existing file.  
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An explanation of each Output in the Tableau Prep Flow is below:  
 
1. ALL SCREENS Final Output: This Output contains 9 columns – 

• Positive Result: The count of individuals with a “positive” result on the a from each zip 
code. 
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• Negative Result: The count of individuals with a “negative” result on a screen from each 
zip code. 

• Total Result: The total count of individuals who took a screen from each zip code. 

• Year: Contains each year of data and “All Years.” 

• Age: Contains “Adults (Over 18)”, “Youth (Under 18)”, and “All Ages.”  

• City: The city name that the zip code is in. 

• County Name: The county that the majority of the zip code is in. 

• Population: The population of each zip code. 

• Zip/Postal Code: The zip code entered when taking a screen. 

• Screen: Which screen the data represents.  
 
These values are aggregated to the zip code level for each screen and do not represent 
individual users. For example, in the screenshot below, the first row tells you that 15 adults took 
the anxiety screen in the zip code 60501 over all years within the dataset. 10 of them got a 
“positive” result, meaning moderate to severe anxiety, and 5 got a “negative” result, meaning 
minimal to mild anxiety.  
 

 
 
2. 2020 Output, 2021 Output, 2022 Output, and 2023 Output: These outputs save all your 
data into one complete file. Notice on each of these outputs, the Name of the file should be the 
same, but the Worksheet names are different. What this is doing is creating one Excel file with 
each year of your data on a different Sheet. This ensures that your overall data file is updated 
each time you receive a new month or quarter of data. After you run this once, you will only 
need to run the most recent year (2023 Output) each time you run this prep flow.  
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For example, if MHA National sends you your affiliate data for March 2023, your overall file 
(labeled 2020 in the screenshot above) would contain all your data from 2020-February 2023, 
and you would be loading in your March 2023 data (labeled NEW MONTH in the screenshot 
above). If you run the outputs circled in red above, Tableau will create one file that contains all 
of your data from 2020-March 2023, meaning it will create a combined file between your 
previous data file and the new March 2023 file. Then when you receive your next month of data, 
you can attach that overall file created from the output (in the place of the file labeled 2020 in 
the screenshot above) and the April 2023 data will become your file labeled NEW MONTH in 
the screenshot above). This output step should make it easier to keep a running total file that 
you can use each time you update your mapping dashboard.  
 
Step 5: Running your Tableau Prep Flow 
 
The cleaning steps throughout the rest of the Tableau Prep Flow have been created for you in 
advance to follow the cleaning process that MHA National follows. If you would like to keep the 
same cleaning process, you can run your Prep Flow now. For an explanation of each of the 
steps in the cleaning process, please refer to the section “Appendix B: Full Public Facing 
Prep Flow Description” on page 101. 
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To run your Tableau Prep Flow, click the Play symbol at the top of the screen. Otherwise, you 

can run individual outputs by clicking the play symbol next to them, or selecting the blue button 

labeled “Run Flow” at the bottom of your Output view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Tableau Prep automatically samples all connected datasets to free up bandwidth 
when creating your flow. Before you run your Prep flow, to ensure that it cleans all data 
within your data file (and not just a sampled portion), click the “Data Sample” option 
next to “Tables.” Under “Select the amount of data you would like to include in the 
flow,” there are three options: Default sample amount, Use all data, and Fixed number 
of rows. Select “Use all data.” Do this for each of the datasets you have connected at the 
beginning of your flow. 
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Congratulations! You have run your Tableau Prep Flow! 
 

NOTE: If you have run these outputs before, Tableau will ask if you would like to “Replace 

the files” or “Cancel.” If you click “Replace,” you will be overwriting the last file you created 

with this Prep flow. If you would like to keep the previous file for any reason, simply click on 

your Outputs and rename the file under “Name.”  
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Creating a Public or Private Mapping Dashboard with Tableau 

Desktop 

 
MHA uses Tableau Desktop to map the MHA Screening data and create data dashboards. This 
process can also be done in geospatial software like ArcGIS, but the following instructions are 
only for Tableau Desktop. 

 
Creating Your Private-Facing Dashboard 
 
Step 1: Connecting to your Tableau Prep output 

• Open Tableau Desktop and click “Connect to Data” written in blue in the top left corner 
of the screen. Click “Microsoft Excel” under “Connect To a File”, and select the “ALL 
SCREENS Final Output” output (from the Public-Facing Tableau Prep Flow) or the “Final 
County Output” output (from the Private-Facing Tableau Prep Flow) you saved on your 
computer. At the bottom of your screen, click the Orange Box that says “Sheet 1.”  

• On the left sidebar, there will be two sets of variables under Tables. One set of variables 
is in blue text. These are your Dimensions (also known as Measure Names). The lower 
set of variables are in green text. These are your Values (also known as Measure 
Values). 

 
 
Step 2: Creating a condition-specific map  
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• Create a calculated field for the rate of positive results per 100,000 people in the 
population. Right click in the blank area under your Measure Values and select “Create 
Calculated Field.” Name the calculated field “# per 100K” and write: 

 
sum([Positive Result])/ATTR([Population])*100000 
 

Click “OK.” This is dividing the zip code level population by the total number of positive 
results and multiplying that rate by 100,000. For example, this may give you a rate of 
729. This means for every 100,000 people in the population in that area, there are 729 
who would get a positive result.  

• Map your data by ZIP code: Click the “Zip Code” variable under your Dimensions (the 
top blue section of the left sidebar) and drag it into the view. This automatically plots 
each of the zip codes within your dataset on a map. 

 
• Set a filter for screen: Click the variable “Screen” from the Dimensions section and 

drag it into the box to the left of the view titled “Filters.” This allows you to filter which 
screen you want to create the map for. For example, check the box next to “Anxiety” to 
create a map of anxiety rates by zip code. Click “OK.” You will now only be viewing 
results from the anxiety screen.  
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• Map your calculated field (# per 100K): Click the “# per 100K” calculated field you 

created from your Measure Values section on the left and drag it to the box labeled 
“Color” in the “Marks” box. This will assign a color to each zip code based on the # per 
100K calculation. Usually most zip codes will appear as the same color at this stage 
because it is mapping the raw rate per 100K, which often has a very extensive range 
based on the differences in population between zip codes. 
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• Change color to map by percentile: Rather than viewing the map colored by the raw 

“# per 100K,” we want to color code the zip codes based on how they compare to one 
another, which we can do by transforming them into percentiles. Right click the green 
bar in your Marks card that says “AGG(# per 100K).” Select “Quick Table Calculation” 
and “Percentile.” You should now see the color-coding change to include more of a 
range of colors.  
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• Separate color-coding into quartiles: You will see from the legend to the right of your 
map that the color code automatically displays as a gradient rather than distinct 
categories. It can be difficult to decipher which zip codes are darker than others when 
colors are displayed in a gradient. It is often more useful to view zip codes colored in 
distinct categories (like quartiles for example), rather than a continuous gradient from 0 
to 100%. To change the color code, click on the box labeled “Color” in the Marks box. 
Click “Edit Colors.” In the box that appears, check “Stepped Color” and change the value 
to 4 steps. Click “OK.” Now your data will be color coded by quartile. 

o NOTE: Under “Palette,” you can choose what you would like your color palette to 
be. If you want to change to a custom color, click the square to the right of the 
color palette. This will open the option to “Select color.” 
 

• Filter Null values from your data: If you used the Private-Facing Dashboard Prep 
Flow, data suppression was not built in to cleaning your data. This means that there may 
be zip codes on your map that have 0 “positive” results. These will still be color coded 
and appear on your map in the lightest color. To make sure you are only mapping zip 
codes with at least one positive result, click and drag “Positive Result” to the Filters box. 
Select “Sum” and click “Next.” Click the box labeled “At least” and set the lower range of 
your data to 1. Click “OK.” Now zip codes will only appear on your map if they contain 
any data for positive results. If you used the Public-Facing Dashboard Prep Flow, data 
suppression was built in so that it only keeps data for zip codes that had 5 or more 
positive results, so you can skip this step.  

 
• Adding to your Tooltip: When you hover over each zip code, you will see the 

Zip/Postal Code and the Percentile of # per 100K displayed. The box that appears when 
you hover over zip code areas is called the Tooltip. If you would like to add information 
to this display, click and drag variables from the list on the left side to the “Tooltip” box in 
the Marks section. For the Cook County dashboard for example, we included City from 
the top Dimensions section, and Positive Result, Total Result, Population, and # per 
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100K from the bottom Measure Values section. When you hover over each zip code, you 
should see all the information you dragged to the Tooltip displayed. 

 
 

 
• Editing your Tooltip: If you’d like to edit the information displayed in the Tooltip, click 

the box labeled “Tooltip” in the Marks section. This will open an “Edit Tooltip” box. Here 
you can change fonts, change the order of displayed elements, and remove elements 
that you do not want shown in the view. When you’re done editing, click “OK.” 

NOTE: If you include Population in your Tooltip, make sure that it is displayed as an 

Attribute, not a Sum. When you drag it to the Tooltip, you will either see ATTR(Population) or 

SUM(Population). Often it will default to displaying the Sum, which will overcount the 

population in each zip code. In your data file, the zip code population is listed for each 

screen, so if you display the SUM(Population), it will add the population for that zip code 11 

times (one for each screen). Displaying the population as an Attribute is telling Tableau to 

display the value that is written for that zip code for population, not sum it for all screens.  
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• Add an option to view your screen filter: To map results from other screens, right 

click the blue bar labeled “Screen” in the Filters box. Select “Show Filter.” The filter will 
automatically appear as a series of check boxes to the right of your map.  
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• Reformat this filter to a dropdown menu: To ensure you are not double counting 

individuals, you will only want to view the map for one screen at a time. To make the 
filter as easy to use as possible, click the down arrow in the top right of the filter and 
select “Single value dropdown.” Click the down arrow again, and select “Customize” and 
“Show ‘All’ Value.” This will only allow you to select one screen to view at a time. If you 
select another screen from the drop down, you should see your map change to display 
your zip codes color coded based on the positive rate of that screen per 100,000 
people.  
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• Add Population filter: Sometimes the SimpleMaps file has zip codes listed but does not 
have a population for them. This means that that zip code exists, but is not a zip code 
tabulation area (ZCTA) as defined by the Census Bureau. Without a Population value, 
Tableau is unable to calculate the “# per 100K” indicator. If you see zip codes with blank 
values for “# per 100K,” you can either search for the population of that zip code on the 
Census Bureau Data portal here or create a Population filter to exclude zip codes that 
did not have a population listed. To create a population filter, click the variable 
“Population” from the Measures section and drag it into the box to the left of the view 
titled “Filters.” Click “Sum” and click “Next.” Click the box labeled “At least” and then 
change the minimum value from 0 to 1. Click OK.  

• Change your map background: If you’d like to change the background of your map 
(from the light gray and white background), select Map in the top toolbar and hover over 
“Background Maps.” There are several options of map backgrounds for you to choose. 
MHA National uses the “Normal” map background in each of our dashboards. 

• Name your worksheet: Naming your worksheets as you go will make it easier to create 
your dashboard. To name a worksheet, double click where it says Sheet 1 at the bottom 
of your screen. For example, you can name this worksheet “# per 100K Map.”  

 
If you’d like, you can add any other filters to your data, based on what you want to know from 
your demographics. For example, if you add a filter for Race/Ethnicity, you can view the # per 
100K for each zip code by race/ethnicity, if you add a filter for Age, you can view the # per 100K 
by age group, etc. 

https://data.census.gov/
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Step 3: Creating a Data Table View 

• Click this icon to the right of the “Sheet 1” tab at the bottom of your screen. This will 
create a new worksheet.  

• Add ZIP/Postal Code into the view: Click the “ZIP/Postal Code” variable under the 
Dimensions section and drag it into the center of the view. Tableau will automatically plot 
those ZIP codes on a map.  

 
 

NOTE: If you’d like to change the name of any of the options in your dropdown filters, right 

click on the variable (under the Dimensions section) and select “Aliases.” Under “Value 

(Alias),” you can click on any of the options and rename them. This will not change your 

underlying data, just how the option is displayed. For example, under “Age,” in MHA 

National’s dashboard, we have changed the label “Null” to “No Age Information Provided.” 

If you’d like to change the order of the options on your dropdown filters, right click on the 

variable (under the Dimensions section) and select “Default Properties” and “Sort.” Under 

“Sort by” select “Manual.” Now you will be able to move your options in whatever order you’d 

like them to be shown in. 
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• Change the view from a map to a table: Click the button at the top right of the view 
labeled “Show Me.” You will see a table as the first option under the options that appear. 
Click the Table icon. Your ZIP codes will now be displayed in a single column. 

 
• Add a column for City to your table. Click the variable “City” from the Dimensions 

section on the left of your screen and drag it next to the blue pill labeled “ZIP/Postal 
Code” in the Rows section. The city name for each ZIP code will appear in a column to 
the right in your table.  

 

 

• Add “# per 100K” to your table: Click and drag the variable “# per 100K” from the 
Measures section on the lift to your table. Drop it where you see the column labeled 
“Abc.”  

NOTE: You can click and drag these blue pills to rearrange them if you’d prefer your 

variables to appear in a different order. You can also click and drag pills to switch them 

between rows and columns in your table. 
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• Add Positive Results to your table: In MHA National’s public facing dashboards, 

we have included both the number of people scoring at risk per 100K (“# per 100K”) 
and the raw number of people who scored at risk on the screen (“Positive Result”). 
This allows people to understand both the rate of risk in comparison to the population 
and the sample size of each ZIP code. To add “Positive Result” to your table, click 
“Positive Result” in the Measures section and drag it on to the # per 100K column. 
Now you will see “AGG(# per 100K)” and “SUM(Positive Result)” appear in a new 
box titled “Measure Values.” If you’d like to add additional Measures to your table, 
you can drag and drop them into that “Measure Values” box.  
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• Apply the Screen, Population, Positive Result, # per 100K, and any other filters 

you have created to this sheet: Each of these worksheets you are creating will be 
displayed together to create your public-facing dashboard. To make your dashboard 
as easy to use as possible, we recommend having one filter displayed on your 
dashboard that controls all worksheets. For example, on the Cook County public 
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dashboard, there is one dropdown filter for Screen and one dropdown filter for Age. If 
you use either of these filters the data in both the map and table change. This is 
simpler than having a Screen and Age filter for the map, and a Screen and Age filter 
for the table. This is also why you may see blanks listed under # per 100K, even 
though we fixed that on the previous map sheet. We now need to tell Tableau 
that the filters we created for Sheet 1 (the map) also apply to Sheet 2 (the table). To 
do so, go to Sheet 1, and right click on the green pill labeled “SUM(Population)” in 
the Filters box. Select “Apply to Worksheets” and “Selected Worksheets” and select 
“Sheet 2.” This tells Tableau to apply this filter to Sheet 2 with your table. Follow the 
same process for each of the other filters except the Screen filter. The Screen filter 
will need to be used in other worksheets in addition to the map and table. Right click 
on the blue pill labeled “Screen:Anxiety” and select “Apply to Worksheets” and “All 
using this datasource.” This will apply that filter to every worksheet you create in your 
Tableau file.   

 
 

• Create a dummy variable to sort your data: Navigate back to your table. You may 
notice that your table is sorted by ZIP code (from lowest number to highest number) 
not from the highest “# per 100K” to the lowest “# per 100K.” Usually, to re-sort your 

data, you can click the sort icon  above the columns bar. If you click that icon, 
you will notice the table sort ZIP codes from those with the largest # per 100K to the 
smallest # per 100K. However, if you navigate back to Sheet 1 and change one of 
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the filters (for example, select Depression as the screen instead of Anxiety) and go 
back to your table, you will see it is no longer sorted from largest to smallest. 
Tableau is better at automatically sorting discrete variables or Dimensions (like 
ZIP/Postal Code) than it is at sorting calculated, continuous variables or Measures 
(like # per 100K). To ensure that the table correctly sorts every time a filter is 
changed, you must create a discrete dummy variable of “# per 100K.” Right click on 
“# per 100K” in your Measures column and select “Duplicate.”  Now you will see 
another Measure labeled “# per 100K (copy).” Right click on that Measure and select 
“Convert to Discrete.” You will now see the =# symbol next to the Measure name 
turn blue (like a Dimension) rather than green. Click and drag “# per 100K (copy)” to 
the Rows column and drop it in front of ZIP/Postal Code. Right click on the dummy 
variable column labeled “AGG(# per 100K (copy))” and click “Sort descending.”   

 
• Hide your dummy variable: Now Tableau will always sort your data from the largest 

“# per 100K” to smallest “# per 100K,” even when the filters are changed. However, 
you need to hide the dummy variable from view. Right click on the blue pill “AGG(# 
per 100K (copy))” in the Rows bar. You will see there are checks next to “Show 
Header” and “Include in Tooltip.” Click on “Show Header” to remove the check. You 
will now see the dummy variable disappear from your table. Remember that your 
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Tooltip is what a user sees if they hover over your data in the view. If you hover over 
one of the entries for # per 100K in the table, for example, you will see City, 
ZIP/Postal Code, # per 100K (copy), and # per 100K. Right click on the blue pill 
“AGG(# per 100K (copy))” in the Rows bar and click on “Include in Tooltip” to remove 
the check. Now you will no longer see # per 100K (copy) when you hover over the 
values in the table.  

• Name your worksheet: Naming your worksheets as you go will make it easier to 
create your dashboard. To name a worksheet, double click where it says Sheet 2 at 
the bottom of your screen. For example, you can name this worksheet “# per 100K 
Table.”  
 

Step 4: Creating Interactive Titles for your Dashboard 

• On the Cook County public facing dashboard, you will see that as you change the 
filters to view the results of different screens, the titles on the dashboard change. For 
example, when Anxiety is selected on the screen filter, the title of the dashboard 
reads:  

 
 And the Map and Table titles read: 

 
 If you select a different screen from the dropdown menu, those titles change to reflect 
the Screen that is selected. To create interactive titles for your dashboard, add a new Sheet 

using the add sheet button  at the bottom of the screen.  

• Add the “Screen” variable to your view: Click the variable “Screen” under 
Dimensions and drop it over the box labeled “Text” in the Marks section. 

 
• Edit the text of your title: Now you will just see the name of the screen in small 

black text in your view. To edit this text, click the box labeled “Text” in the Marks 
section, and click the three dots next to Text: <Screen>. This will open a text box. 
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• Type and format your title: Here you can add what you would like the title of your 

dashboard to be. However, it is important that you keep that variable <Screen> in the 
title. That tells Tableau to change that word to whichever Screen is selected at the time. 
If you’d like, copy and paste the following text as your title: 

Mental Health Risk Assessments A Zip Code Level View of 

<Screen> in [PLACE] 

 
• Remove the Tooltip: Tableau always automatically creates a Tooltip that will appear if 

someone hovers over your title. Here the Tooltip will say “Screen: Anxiety.” To clear that 
Tooltip, click the Tooltip box in the marks section. This will open a text box. Clear the text 
from that text box and click OK. Now nothing will appear when someone hovers their 
mouse over your title.  

• Name your worksheet: Naming your worksheets as you go will make it easier to create 
your dashboard. To name a worksheet, double click where it says Sheet 3 at the bottom 
of your screen. For example, you can name this worksheet “Dashboard Title.”  

• Create an interactive map title: To create an interactive title for your map, add a new 

Sheet using the add sheet button  at the bottom of the screen. Again, click the 
variable “Screen” under Dimensions and drop it over the box labeled “Text” in the Marks 
section. To edit this text, click the box labeled “Text” in the Marks section, and click the 
three dots next to Text: <Screen>. This will open a text box. Here you can add what you 
would like the title of your map to be. If you’d like, copy and paste the following text as 
your title: 

<Screen> Map 
 Clear the Tooltip on this sheet using the same steps as above.  
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• Name your worksheet: Double click where it says Sheet 4 at the bottom of your screen. 
For example, you can name this worksheet “Map Title.”  

• Create an interactive table title: To create an interactive title for your table, add a new 

Sheet using the add sheet button  at the bottom of the screen. Again, click the 
variable “Screen” under Dimensions and drop it over the box labeled “Text” in the Marks 
section. To edit this text, click the box labeled “Text” in the Marks section, and click the 
three dots next to Text: <Screen>. This will open a text box. Here you can add what you 
would like the title of your table to be. If you’d like, copy and paste the following text as 
your title: 

<Screen> Table 

• Name your worksheet: Double click where it says Sheet 5 at the bottom of your screen. 
For example, you can name this worksheet “Table Title.”  

 
Step 5: Assembling Your Dashboard 

• Now you are ready to assemble your dashboard. Click the add dashboard button at the 

bottom of your screen:   

• Add Sheets to your dashboard: When you open a new dashboard, you will see a large 
blank space and a list of your available worksheets in a bar on the left side of your 
screen. To assemble your worksheets, you click and drag them from the left column to 
the blank space. First, drag your Dashboard Title sheet to the blank space. You will see 
that each time you drag a sheet into the view, Tableau will highlight a space in gray 
where that sheet will go. This is called a “tiled” view. You can see the option for a “tiled” 
view at the bottom left of your screen under “Objects.” Tableau has pre-set tiles that can 
make it easy to format your dashboard. The other option is a “floating” view, meaning 
that you can drag and drop sheets anywhere on the dashboard, with no pre-set 
formatting. Generally, we start with a tiled view, as it helps ensure a clean design to your 
dashboard.  
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• Hide titles of your Sheets: Each worksheet has a title that you have assigned. For 
example, you may see “Dashboard Title” above your title in the blank field. To hide these 
titles, right click on “Dashboard Title” and select “Hide Title.”  

• Set Sheets to Entire View: You may also see that your sheets are cut off in the view. 
For example, Tableau may not be displaying your full title.  

NOTE: To remove sheets from your dashboard at any time, click on the sheet and 
click the X that appears in the top right corner.  
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In the toolbar at the top of your screen, you should see a dropdown menu labeled 
“Standard.” Click that dropdown and select “Entire View.” This is telling Tableau to 
display the entire contents of your worksheet on the dashboard.  

• Add your Map title to the dashboard: Drag the Map Title to the blank view. You will 
see Tableau give you an option to drop this view next to the dashboard title or 
underneath it. Drop the Map Title sheet underneath the dashboard title. Again, right click 
on “Map Title” and select “Hide Title.” In the toolbar at the top of your screen, click the 
dropdown labeled “Standard” and select “Entire View.” 

• Add your Table title to the dashboard: Drag the Table title to the view. Drop the Table 
Title sheet to the bottom right of the Map Title sheet. Again, right click on “Table Title” 
and select “Hide Title.” In the toolbar at the top of your screen, click the dropdown 
labeled “Standard” and select “Entire View.” 
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• Add your Map to the dashboard: Drag the # per 100K Map sheet to the view. Drop the 

sheet underneath your Map Title. Again, right click on the sheet title and select “Hide 
Title.” You will also see each of the filters and the color legend appear on the right side of 
your dashboard.  
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• Move your filters to the center of the dashboard: Click and drag your filters (like the 

Screen filter) to place them horizontally between your dashboard title and your map and 
table titles.  
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• Add your Table to the dashboard: Drag the # per 100K Table sheet to the view. Drop 

the sheet underneath your Table Title. Again, right click on the sheet title and select 
“Hide Title.” In the toolbar at the top of your screen, click the dropdown labeled 
“Standard” and select “Fit Width.” This tells Tableau to fit your Tableau to the width of 
the box you’ve placed it in. 
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• Reformatting your Dashboard: You can adjust the size of each of the sheets on your 

dashboard by clicking and dragging their borders.  

• Moving your color legend: You can also move the color legend for the map anywhere 
on your dashboard. In MHA National’s public facing dashboards, we often overlay the 
color legend on the map. To do so, you will need to change the color legend from a tiled 
object to a floating object. Click on your color legend and select the down arrow that 
appears in the bottom right corner. Select “Floating.” Now you can move the color 
legend anywhere on your dashboard. If you’d like to fill in the background of your legend 
or change the font, click the arrow and select “Format.” If you would like to change how 
the color legend is labeled, double click on the label and a text box will appear where 
you can change the title.  
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• Delete the box your filters were in: Even when you move your filters, sometimes 

Tableau will keep a blank column to the right of your dashboard. To delete this blank 
box, select it and click the X in the top right corner. Now your sheets should fill in the 
entire dashboard.  
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• Add instructions for users to your dashboard: It is important that you add 

instructions and explanations of what your user is viewing to your dashboard. You can 
add boxes of text anywhere within your dashboard by double-clicking the “Text” option 
under “Objects” in the left sidebar. When you double-click “Text,” a text box will appear. 
In MHA National’s data dashboards, we have included an instructions text box under 
each title and next to each available filter. For example, under the Dashboard title, we 
included:  

 

“Use this dashboard to view MHA Screening data from individuals at the zip code level within Cook 

County, Illinois in 2020-June 2023. Use the drop down menus to filter the dashboard.” 

 

 Once you click OK, you can drag your text box anywhere on your dashboard.  
 
Under the Map title, we included:  
 
Hover over each zip code to see the number of people scoring at risk for the mental health condition selected above 

per 100,000 residents within that zip code. Zip codes are colored by percentile. Darker colors indicate greater 

risk. 

 
Under the Table title, we included:  
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“By default, zip codes are listed in descending order (from zip codes with the highest number of individuals 

scoring at risk per 100K to lowest). Click on the axis to change the sort order.” 
 

 

• Label your filters: MHA National also includes labels and instructions next to each of 
the available filters. Numbering these instructions can also guide your users through 
using your dashboard. For example, for your Screen filter, you can include a text box 
and arrange it next to the screen filter (as shown in the screenshot below). You can do 
the same for any other filters you have created in your dashboard. For the screen filter 
for example, you can write:  

 

1. Select which type of mental health condition to view 

 

 
Congratulations! Now you have created your own internal data mapping dashboard! 
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Creating Your Public-Facing Dashboard 
 
Step 1: Connecting to your Tableau Prep output 

• Open Tableau Desktop and click “Connect to Data” written in blue in the top left corner 
of the screen. Click “Microsoft Excel” under “Connect To a File”, and select the “ALL 
SCREENS Final Output” output (from the Public-Facing Tableau Prep Flow) or the “Final 
County Output” output (from the Private-Facing Tableau Prep Flow) you saved on your 
computer. At the bottom of your screen, click the Orange Box that says “Sheet 1.”  

• On the left sidebar, there will be two sets of variables under Tables. One set of variables 
is in blue text. These are your Dimensions (also known as Measure Names). The lower 
set of variables are in green text. These are your Values (also known as Measure 
Values). 

 
 
Step 2: Creating a condition-specific map  

• Create a calculated field for the rate of positive results per 100,000 people in the 
population. Right click in the blank area under your Measure Values and select “Create 
Calculated Field.” Name the calculated field “# per 100K” and write: 

 
sum([Positive Result])/ATTR([Population])*100000 
 

Click “OK.” This is dividing the zip code level population by the total number of positive 
results and multiplying that rate by 100,000. For example, this may give you a rate of 
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729. This means for every 100,000 people in the population in that area, there are 729 
who would get a positive result.  

• Map your data by ZIP code: Click the “Zip Code” variable under your Dimensions (the 
top blue section of the left sidebar) and drag it into the view. This automatically plots 
each of the zip codes within your dataset on a map. 

 
• Set a filter for screen: Click the variable “Screen” from the Dimensions section and 

drag it into the box to the left of the view titled “Filters.” This allows you to filter which 
screen you want to create the map for. For example, check the box next to “Anxiety” to 
create a map of anxiety rates by zip code. Click “OK.” You will now only be viewing 
results from the anxiety screen.  
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• Map your calculated field (# per 100K): Click the “# per 100K” calculated field you 

created from your Measure Values section on the left and drag it to the box labeled 
“Color” in the “Marks” box. This will assign a color to each zip code based on the # per 
100K calculation. Usually most zip codes will appear as the same color at this stage 
because it is mapping the raw rate per 100K, which often has a very extensive range 
based on the differences in population between zip codes. 
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• Change color to map by percentile: Rather than viewing the map colored by the raw 

“# per 100K,” we want to color code the zip codes based on how they compare to one 
another, which we can do by transforming them into percentiles. Right click the green 
bar in your Marks card that says “AGG(# per 100K).” Select “Quick Table Calculation” 
and “Percentile.” You should now see the color-coding change to include more of a 
range of colors.  
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• Separate color-coding into quartiles: You will see from the legend to the right of your 
map that the color code automatically displays as a gradient rather than distinct 
categories. It can be difficult to decipher which zip codes are darker than others when 
colors are displayed in a gradient. It is often more useful to view zip codes colored in 
distinct categories (like quartiles for example), rather than a continuous gradient from 0 
to 100%. To change the color code, click on the box labeled “Color” in the Marks box. 
Click “Edit Colors.” In the box that appears, check “Stepped Color” and change the value 
to 4 steps. Click “OK.” Now your data will be color coded by quartile. 

o NOTE: Under “Palette,” you can choose what you would like your color palette to 
be. If you want to change to a custom color, click the square to the right of the 
color palette. This will open the option to “Select color.” 
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• Adding to your Tooltip: When you hover over each zip code, you will see the 
Zip/Postal Code and the Percentile of # per 100K displayed. The box that appears when 
you hover over zip code areas is called the Tooltip. If you would like to add information 
to this display, click and drag variables from the list on the left side to the “Tooltip” box in 
the Marks section. For the Cook County dashboard for example, we included City from 
the top Dimensions section, and Positive Result, Total Result, Population, and # per 
100K from the bottom Measure Values section. When you hover over each zip code, you 
should see all the information you dragged to the Tooltip displayed. 

 
• Editing your Tooltip: If you’d like to edit the information displayed in the Tooltip, click 

the box labeled “Tooltip” in the Marks section. This will open an “Edit Tooltip” box. Here 
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you can change fonts, change the order of displayed elements, and remove elements 
that you do not want shown in the view. When you’re done editing, click “OK.” 

 
• Add an option to view your screen filter: To map results from other screens, right 

click the blue bar labeled “Screen” in the Filters box. Select “Show Filter.” The filter will 
automatically appear as a series of check boxes to the right of your map.  
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• Reformat this filter to a dropdown menu: To ensure you are not double counting 

individuals, you will only want to view the map for one screen at a time. To make the 
filter as easy to use as possible, click the down arrow in the top right of the filter and 
select “Single value dropdown.” Click the down arrow again, and select “Customize” and 
“Show ‘All’ Value.” This will only allow you to select one screen to view at a time. If you 
select another screen from the drop down, you should see your map change to display 
your zip codes color coded based on the positive rate of that screen per 100,000 
people.  
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• Add Age Filter: The output data from your Tableau Prep Flow has three options under 
“Age”: Adults (Over 18), Youth (Under 18), and All Ages. All Ages is a summary 
measure that totals the screening results from adults and youth. Without a filter for age, 
Tableau is displaying the sum of positive results for each zip code for adults, youth, and 
all ages. You must add an age filter to your view to ensure that only one of these age 
options is displaying at a time (otherwise you will be double counting results). Click the 
variable “Age” from the Dimensions section and drag it into the box to the left of the view 
titled “Filters.” Check the box next to “All Ages” and click “OK.” You will now only be 
viewing results of the anxiety screen from screeners of all ages within each ZIP code.  

 
• Show Age filter: Right click on the blue box titled “Age: All Ages” under “Filters.” Select 

“Show Filter.” The filter will automatically appear as a series of check boxes to the right 
of your map. To make the filter as easy to use as possible, click the down arrow in the 
top right of the filter and select “Single value dropdown.” Click the down arrow again, and 
select “Customize” and “Show ‘All’ Value.” This will only allow you to select one age 
option at a time. With that dropdown filter, you will be able to toggle between screening 
results for adults, youth, and across all ages.  

NOTE: If you’d like to change the name of any of the options in your dropdown filters, right 

click on the variable (under the Dimensions section) and select “Aliases.” Under “Value 

(Alias),” you can click on any of the options and rename them. This will not change your 

underlying data, just how the option is displayed. For example, under “Age,” in MHA 

National’s dashboard, we have changed the label “Null” to “No Age Information Provided.”  
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• Add Year Filter: The output data from your Tableau Prep Flow has five options under 
“Year”: 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023, and All Years. All Years is a summary measure that 
totals the screening results from each year of data. Without a filter for age, Tableau is 
displaying the sum of positive results for each zip code for each year and for all years. 
You must add a year filter to your view to ensure that only one of these options is 
displaying at a time (otherwise you will be double counting results). Click the variable 
“Year” from the Dimensions section and drag it into the box to the left of the view titled 
“Filters.” Check the box next to “All Years” and click “OK.” You will now only be viewing 
results of the anxiety screen from screeners of all ages across all years within each ZIP 
code. 

• Show Year filter: Right click on the blue box titled “Year: All Years” under “Filters.” 
Select “Show Filter.” The filter will automatically appear as a series of check boxes to the 
right of your map. To make the filter as easy to use as possible, click the down arrow in 
the top right of the filter and select “Single value dropdown.” Click the down arrow again 
and select “Customize” and “Show ‘All’ Value.” This will only allow you to select one year 
option at a time. With that dropdown filter, you will be able to toggle between screening 
results for each individual year and all years. 

 

 

  

NOTE: If you’d like to change the order of the options on your dropdown filters, right click on 

the variable (under the Dimensions section) and select “Default Properties” and “Sort.” 

Under “Sort by” select “Manual.” Now you will be able to move your options in whatever 

order you’d like them to be shown in.  
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• Add Population filter: Sometimes the SimpleMaps file has zip codes listed but does not 
have a population for them. This means that that zip code exists, but is not a zip code 
tabulation area (ZCTA) as defined by the Census Bureau. Without a Population value, 
Tableau is unable to calculate the “# per 100K” indicator. If you see zip codes with blank 
values for “# per 100K,” you can either search for the population of that zip code on the 
Census Bureau Data portal here or create a Population filter to exclude zip codes that 
did not have a population listed. To create a population filter, click the variable 
“Population” from the Measures section and drag it into the box to the left of the view 
titled “Filters.” Click “Sum” and click “Next.” Click the box labeled “At least” and then 
change the minimum value from 0 to 1. Click OK.  

• Change your map background: If you’d like to change the background of your map 
(from the light gray and white background), select Map in the top toolbar and hover over 
“Background Maps.” There are several options of map backgrounds for you to choose. 
MHA National uses the “Normal” map background in each of our dashboards. 

• Name your worksheet: Naming your worksheets as you go will make it easier to create 
your dashboard. To name a worksheet, double click where it says Sheet 1 at the bottom 
of your screen. For example, you can name this worksheet “# per 100K Map.”  

 
Step 3: Creating a Data Table View 

• Click this icon to the right of the “Sheet 1” tab at the bottom of your screen. This will 
create a new worksheet.  

• Add ZIP/Postal Code into the view: Click the “ZIP/Postal Code” variable under the 
Dimensions section and drag it into the center of the view. Tableau will automatically plot 
those ZIP codes on a map.  

https://data.census.gov/
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• Change the view from a map to a table: Click the button at the top right of the view 
labeled “Show Me.” You will see a table as the first option under the options that appear. 
Click the Table icon. Your ZIP codes will now be displayed in a single column. 
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• Add a column for City to your table. Click the variable “City” from the Dimensions 

section on the left of your screen and drag it next to the blue pill labeled “ZIP/Postal 
Code” in the Rows section. The city name for each ZIP code will appear in a column to 
the right in your table.  

 

 

• Add “# per 100K” to your table: Click and drag the variable “# per 100K” from the 
Measures section on the lift to your table. Drop it where you see the column labeled 
“Abc.”  

NOTE: You can click and drag these blue pills to rearrange them if you’d prefer your 

variables to appear in a different order. You can also click and drag pills to switch them 

between rows and columns in your table. 
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• Add Positive Results to your table: In MHA National’s public facing dashboards, 

we have included both the number of people scoring at risk per 100K (“# per 100K”) 
and the raw number of people who scored at risk on the screen (“Positive Result”). 
This allows people to understand both the rate of risk in comparison to the population 
and the sample size of each ZIP code. To add “Positive Result” to your table, click 
“Positive Result” in the Measures section and drag it on to the # per 100K column. 
Now you will see “AGG(# per 100K)” and “SUM(Positive Result)” appear in a new 
box titled “Measure Values.” If you’d like to add additional Measures to your table, 
you can drag and drop them into that “Measure Values” box.  
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• Apply the Screen, Age, Population, and Year filters to this sheet: Each of these 

worksheets you are creating will be displayed together to create your public-facing 
dashboard. To make your dashboard as easy to use as possible, we recommend 
having one filter displayed on your dashboard that controls all worksheets. For 
example, on the Cook County public dashboard, there is one dropdown filter for 
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Screen and one dropdown filter for Age. If you use either of these filters the data in 
both the map and table change. This is simpler than having a Screen and Age filter 
for the map, and a Screen and Age filter for the table. We now need to tell Tableau 
that the Screen, Age, Population and Year filters we created for Sheet 1 (the map) 
also apply to Sheet 2 (the table). To do so, go to Sheet 1, and right click on the blue 
pill labeled “Screen: Anxiety” in the Filters box. Select “Apply to Worksheets” and “All 
Using this Datasource.” This tells Tableau to apply this filter to all worksheets created 
within this workbook using this same set of data. Follow the same process for the 
Age filter, Population filter, and Year filter.  

 
 

• Create a dummy variable to sort your data: You may notice that your table is 
sorted by ZIP code (from lowest number to highest number) not from the highest “# 
per 100K” to the lowest “# per 100K.” Usually, to re-sort your data, you can click the 

sort icon  above the columns bar. If you click that icon, you will notice the table 
sort ZIP codes from those with the largest # per 100K to the smallest # per 100K. 
However, if you navigate back to Sheet 1 and change one of the filters (for example, 
select 2021 as the Year of data as opposed to All Years) and go back to your table, 
you will see it is no longer sorted from largest to smallest. Tableau is better at 
automatically sorting discrete variables or Dimensions (like ZIP/Postal Code) than it 
is at sorting calculated, continuous variables or Measures (like # per 100K). To 
ensure that the table correctly sorts every time a filter is changed, you must create a 
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discrete dummy variable of “# per 100K.” Right click on “# per 100K” in your 
Measures column and select “Duplicate.”  Now you will see another Measure labeled 
“# per 100K (copy).” Right click on that Measure and select “Convert to Discrete.” 
You will now see the =# symbol next to the Measure name turn blue (like a 
Dimension) rather than green. Click and drag “# per 100K (copy)” to the Rows 
column and drop it in front of ZIP/Postal Code. Right click on the dummy variable 
column labeled “AGG(# per 100K (copy))” and click “Sort descending.”   

 
• Hide your dummy variable: Now Tableau will always sort your data from the largest 

“# per 100K” to smallest “# per 100K,” even when the filters are changed. However, 
you need to hide the dummy variable from view. Right click on the blue pill “AGG(# 
per 100K (copy))” in the Rows bar. You will see there are checks next to “Show 
Header” and “Include in Tooltip.” Click on “Show Header” to remove the check. You 
will now see the dummy variable disappear from your table. Remember that your 
Tooltip is what a user sees if they hover over your data in the view. If you hover over 
one of the entries for # per 100K in the table, for example, you will see City, 
ZIP/Postal Code, # per 100K (copy), and # per 100K. Right click on the blue pill 
“AGG(# per 100K (copy))” in the Rows bar and click on “Include in Tooltip” to remove 
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the check. Now you will no longer see # per 100K (copy) when you hover over the 
values in the table.  

• Name your worksheet: Naming your worksheets as you go will make it easier to 
create your dashboard. To name a worksheet, double click where it says Sheet 2 at 
the bottom of your screen. For example, you can name this worksheet “# per 100K 
Table.”  
 

Step 4: Creating Interactive Titles for your Dashboard 

• On the Cook County public facing dashboard, you will see that as you change the 
filters to view the results of different screens, the titles on the dashboard change. For 
example, when Anxiety is selected on the screen filter, the title of the dashboard 
reads:  

 
 And the Map and Table titles read: 

 
 If you select a different screen from the dropdown menu, those titles change to reflect 
the Screen that is selected. To create interactive titles for your dashboard, add a new Sheet 

using the add sheet button  at the bottom of the screen.  

• Add the “Screen” variable to your view: Click the variable “Screen” under 
Dimensions and drop it over the box labeled “Text” in the Marks section. 

 
• Edit the text of your title: Now you will just see the name of the screen in small 

black text in your view. To edit this text, click the box labeled “Text” in the Marks 
section, and click the three dots next to Text: <Screen>. This will open a text box. 
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• Type and format your title: Here you can add what you would like the title of your 

dashboard to be. However, it is important that you keep that variable <Screen> in the 
title. That tells Tableau to change that word to whichever Screen is selected at the time. 
If you’d like, copy and paste the following text as your title: 

Mental Health Risk Assessments A Zip Code Level View of 

<Screen> in [PLACE] 

 
• Remove the Tooltip: Tableau always automatically creates a Tooltip that will appear if 

someone hovers over your title. Here the Tooltip will say “Screen: Anxiety.” To clear that 
Tooltip, click the Tooltip box in the marks section. This will open a text box. Clear the text 
from that text box and click OK. Now nothing will appear when someone hovers their 
mouse over your title.  

• Name your worksheet: Naming your worksheets as you go will make it easier to create 
your dashboard. To name a worksheet, double click where it says Sheet 3 at the bottom 
of your screen. For example, you can name this worksheet “Dashboard Title.”  

• Create an interactive map title: To create an interactive title for your map, add a new 

Sheet using the add sheet button  at the bottom of the screen. Again, click the 
variable “Screen” under Dimensions and drop it over the box labeled “Text” in the Marks 
section. To edit this text, click the box labeled “Text” in the Marks section, and click the 
three dots next to Text: <Screen>. This will open a text box. Here you can add what you 
would like the title of your map to be. If you’d like, copy and paste the following text as 
your title: 

<Screen> Map 
 Clear the Tooltip on this sheet using the same steps as above.  
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• Name your worksheet: Double click where it says Sheet 4 at the bottom of your screen. 
For example, you can name this worksheet “Map Title.”  

• Create an interactive table title: To create an interactive title for your table, add a new 

Sheet using the add sheet button  at the bottom of the screen. Again, click the 
variable “Screen” under Dimensions and drop it over the box labeled “Text” in the Marks 
section. To edit this text, click the box labeled “Text” in the Marks section, and click the 
three dots next to Text: <Screen>. This will open a text box. Here you can add what you 
would like the title of your table to be. If you’d like, copy and paste the following text as 
your title: 

<Screen> Table 

• Name your worksheet: Double click where it says Sheet 5 at the bottom of your screen. 
For example, you can name this worksheet “Table Title.”  

 
Step 5: Assembling Your Dashboard 

• Now you are ready to assemble your dashboard. Click the add dashboard button at the 

bottom of your screen, next to the add sheet button.   

• Add Sheets to your dashboard: When you open a new dashboard, you will see a large 
blank space and a list of your available worksheets in a bar on the left side of your 
screen. To assemble your worksheets, you click and drag them from the left column to 
the blank space. First, drag your Dashboard Title sheet to the blank space. You will see 
that each time you drag a sheet into the view, Tableau will highlight a space in gray 
where that sheet will go. This is called a “tiled” view. You can see the option for a “tiled” 
view at the bottom left of your screen under “Objects.” Tableau has pre-set tiles that can 
make it easy to format your dashboard. The other option is a “floating” view, meaning 
that you can drag and drop sheets anywhere on the dashboard, with no pre-set 
formatting. Generally, we start with a tiled view, as it helps ensure a clean design to your 
dashboard.  
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• Hide titles of your Sheets: Each worksheet has a title that you have assigned. For 
example, you may see “Dashboard Title” above your title in the blank field. To hide these 
titles, right click on “Dashboard Title” and select “Hide Title.”  

• Set Sheets to Entire View: You may also see that your sheets are cut off in the view. 
For example, Tableau may not be displaying your full title.  

NOTE: To remove sheets from your dashboard at any time, click on the sheet and 
click the X that appears in the top right corner.  
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In the toolbar at the top of your screen, you should see a dropdown menu labeled 
“Standard.” Click that dropdown and select “Entire View.” This is telling Tableau to 
display the entire contents of your worksheet on the dashboard.  

• Add your Map title to the dashboard: Drag the Map Title to the blank view. You will 
see Tableau give you an option to drop this view next to the dashboard title or 
underneath it. Drop the Map Title sheet underneath the dashboard title. Again, right click 
on “Map Title” and select “Hide Title.” In the toolbar at the top of your screen, click the 
dropdown labeled “Standard” and select “Entire View.” 

• Add your Table title to the dashboard: Drag the Table title to the view. Drop the Table 
Title sheet to the bottom right of the Map Title sheet. Again, right click on “Table Title” 
and select “Hide Title.” In the toolbar at the top of your screen, click the dropdown 
labeled “Standard” and select “Entire View.” 
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• Add your Map to the dashboard: Drag the # per 100K Map sheet to the view. Drop the 

sheet underneath your Map Title. Again, right click on the sheet title and select “Hide 
Title.” You will also see each of the filters (Year, Age, and Screen) and the color legend 
appear on the right side of your dashboard.  
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• Move your filters to the center of the dashboard: Click and drag your Screen, Year, 

and Age filters to place them horizontally between your dashboard title and your map 
and table titles.  
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• Add your Table to the dashboard: Drag the # per 100K Table sheet to the view. Drop 

the sheet underneath your Table Title. Again, right click on the sheet title and select 
“Hide Title.” In the toolbar at the top of your screen, click the dropdown labeled 
“Standard” and select “Fit Width.” This tells Tableau to fit your Tableau to the width of 
the box you’ve placed it in. 
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• Reformatting your Dashboard: You can adjust the size of each of the sheets on your 

dashboard by clicking and dragging their borders.  

• Moving your color legend: You can also move the color legend for the map anywhere 
on your dashboard. In MHA National’s public facing dashboards, we often overlay the 
color legend on the map. To do so, you will need to change the color legend from a tiled 
object to a floating object. Click on your color legend and select the down arrow that 
appears in the bottom right corner. Select “Floating.” Now you can move the color 
legend anywhere on your dashboard. If you’d like to fill in the background of your legend 
or change the font, click the arrow and select “Format.” If you would like to change how 
the color legend is labeled, double click on the label and a text box will appear where 
you can change the title.  
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• Delete the box your filters were in: Even when you move your filters, sometimes 

Tableau will keep a blank column to the right of your dashboard. To delete this blank 
box, select it and click the X in the top right corner. Now your sheets should fill in the 
entire dashboard.  
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• Add instructions for users to your dashboard: It is important that you add 

instructions and explanations of what your user is viewing to your dashboard. You can 
add boxes of text anywhere within your dashboard by double-clicking the “Text” option 
under “Objects” in the left sidebar. When you double-click “Text,” a text box will appear. 
In MHA National’s data dashboards, we have included an instructions text box under 
each title and next to each available filter. For example, under the Dashboard title, we 
included:  

 

“Use this dashboard to view MHA Screening data from individuals at the zip code level within Cook 

County, Illinois in 2020-June 2023. Use the drop down menus to filter the dashboard.” 

 

 Once you click OK, you can drag your text box anywhere on your dashboard.  
 
Under the Map title, we included:  
 
Hover over each zip code to see the number of people scoring at risk for the mental health condition selected above 

per 100,000 residents within that zip code. Zip codes are colored by percentile. Darker colors indicate greater 

risk. 

 
Under the Table title, we included:  
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“By default, zip codes are listed in descending order (from zip codes with the highest number of individuals 

scoring at risk per 100K to lowest). Click on the axis to change the sort order.” 
 

 

• Label your filters: MHA National also includes labels and instructions next to each of 
the available filters. Numbering these instructions can also guide your users through 
using your dashboard. For example, for the filters above, you can include three text 
boxes and arrange them next to their respective filters (as shown in the screenshot 
below):  

1. Select which type of mental health condition to view 

2. Select which year of data to view 

3. Select which age range to view 

 

 
Congratulations! Now you have created your own data mapping dashboard! 
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Publishing Your Dashboard 
 
Only follow this step if your dashboard is public-facing. Check that there is no 
identifiable or raw data connected to your dashboard. Once you publish it to Tableau 
Public, any user can download the data from your dashboard.  
 
If you would like to make your public-facing dashboard publicly available to post to your website, 
select “Server” in the top toolbar, then select “Tableau Public,” and “Save to Tableau Public as.” 
Sign in or create a Tableau account. A box will appear that asks you to name your workbook. 
Name your workbook and press save.  

 
Your dashboard will now automatically open in your internet browser.  
 

 
To embed your dashboard into your website, click the Share symbol  in the top right 
corner. This will open a dialogue box with the website code to embed your dashboard.  
 
If the formatting is off or you notice something wrong with your dashboard, you can edit it 
directly in Tableau Public by selecting the “Edit” button in the top right corner.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: You will need to extract your datasets to publish your dashboard publicly. This 

version of Tableau is unable to host a live connection to your data. To extract your dataset, 

click the “Data Source” tab in the bottom toolbar. At the top of the screen, you will see 

“Connection” with two options: Live and Extract. Select “Extract.”  
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Appendix A: Full Private-Facing Prep Flow Description 
If you click on each of the steps of your Tableau Prep Flow, there are changes listed to the left 
of your data. This section walks through each of the cleaning steps in the flow and what 
changes occur on each one.  
 
1.  Clean Step 1: 

 
• Reformats the variable “Zip/Postal Code” to a geographic variable. When you load 

in your data, the variable titled “Zip/Postal Code” is often recognized as a number, not a 
zip code. In the ZIP/Postal code box, under “Data Role,” we have selected “Geographic,” 
then “ZIP Code/Postcode.” This reformats any zip codes that were written incorrectly (for 
example, where leading zeros may have been cut off, or any words that were written in 
the Zip/Postal Code field).  

• Reformats the variable “Zip/Postal Code” to a String variable. Although you have 
told Tableau that the Zip/Postal Code variable is a geographic variable in the first step, it 
is still formatted as a number (for example, the zip code 60004 is written as 60,004). In 
the Zip/Postal code box, under “Data Type,” we have selected “String.” This will remove 
commas and reformat them to look like zip codes.  

• Reformats the variable “Entry Date” to remove the time a screen was taken. 
Sometimes users will take the same screen multiple times in one day (for example, 
users may take the screen, go back, change some of their answers and submit again). 
Each submission is recorded as a unique entry because they have different time stamps 
in the variable “Entry Date.” In the data dashboard, it is important to clean out multiple 
submissions of the same screen from the same person, so an individual taking one 
screen multiple times in one day is not counted as multiple individuals. Removing the 
unique time stamps allows Tableau Prep to recognize and aggregate multiple entries 
from a single user in a single day as one entry. We have recoded the “Entry Date” 
variable to only include Date, not Date and Time. 

• Recodes “User Result” into “Positive” and “Negative” categories. Now Tableau will 
be able to remove cases where someone takes the same screen and gets the same 
result in the same day. However, when users take a screen multiple times, they will often 
change one or two answers and resubmit the screen. This may result in a different 
screen result. For example, a person may take the depression screen and get the result 
of “Severe Depression,” then may take the screen again and get “Moderately Severe 
Depression.” These two records would be kept separately because they have two 
different results, even though they are both considered “positive” screens. Counting 
multiple positive results for a single user will skew the number of people who appear to 
be at risk when building your dashboard. To avoid counting multiple positive results from 
a single user, we recoded the “User Result” variable to contain only “positive” and 
“negative” results. Each of the positive screen results were grouped into one variable 
titled “Positive or Moderate to Severe”, including: ADHD Likely, At Risk for 
Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder, At Risk for Eating Disorder, At Risk for 
Emotional, Attentional, or Behavioral Difficulties, Bipolar Positive, Depression is 
probable, Likely Alcohol or Substance Use, Moderate Anxiety, Moderate Depression, 
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Moderately Severe Depression, Possible Risk for Psychosis, PTSD Positive, Severe 
Anxiety, and Severe Depression. Each of the “negative” screen results were grouped 
into one variable titled “Negative or Minimal to Mild,” including: ADHD unlikely, Bipolar 
Negative, Depression is highly possible, Depression is not likely, Depression is possible, 
Low Risk for Eating Disorder, Low Risk for Emotional, Attentional, or Behavioral 
Difficulties, Low/No Risk for Psychosis, Mild Anxiety, Mild Depression, PTSD Negative, 
and Unlikely Alcohol or Substance Use. Now if someone takes a screen and receives a 
Severe Depression result, then goes back and resubmits the screen and gets a 
Moderately Severe Depression result, these will be counted as one record of this person 
taking a depression screen and receiving a positive depression result that day. 

 
 
2.  Aggregate Step 1:  
 

 
• Aggregates all duplicate screens into one single record. In your Aggregate step, you 

should see all available variables to the left under “Additional Fields.” You will also see a 
space titled “Grouped Fields” and a space titled “Aggregated Fields.” Tableau will check 
all records for instances where all variables you place under “Grouped Fields” match, 
and if there is more than one record, will aggregate them into one record under 
“Aggregate Fields.” MHA has aggregated all variables in the “Grouped Fields” section. 
The variable “Number of Rows (Aggregated)” in the “Aggregate Fields” section tells 
Tableau to create a count. If all of the fields under Grouped Fields match for multiple 
records, they will be combined into one record. For example, if someone on 11/16/2020 
takes the depression screen multiple times and puts in the same demographic 
information (age, race/ethnicity, gender, etc.) and gets a positive result multiple times 
(regardless of if they are moderate depression, moderately severe depression, or severe 
depression), they will be counted as one record of a person with that demographic 
information taking a depression screen and receiving a positive result. Initially, we 
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experimented with narrowing to one user by only keeping one record from each IP 
Identifier. However, we discovered that it was common to have several different screens 
under the same IP Identifier when people took screens in schools, at health fairs, or in 
libraries. We have determined that aggregating based on both IP Identifier and 
demographic information is the best methodology for keeping screens from institutional 
use while removing duplicate records from one individual. 

 

 
3. Clean Step 3: 
 

 
• Reformats the variable “zip” to a geographic variable. In the previous step, you 

reformatted your zip variable to a String instead of a number. Tableau now recognizes 
this variable as a string of text. To tell Tableau to recognize it as a ZIP Code, under 
“Data Role,” we have selected “Geographic,” then “ZIP Code/Postcode.” This reformats 
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any zip codes that were written incorrectly (for example, where leading zeros may have 
been cut off, or any words that were written in the Zip/Postal Code field). 

 
4. Join Step 1: 

 
• Join two datasets together. A Join clause joins two datasets together horizontally, 

based on one or two shared fields. This is different from a Union, in which most columns 
are shared between two datasets. A Union is like adding new rows of data into an Excel 
file based on existing columns. A Join is like adding new columns into an Excel file. 
When you click on Join Step 1, in the toolbar on the left, under “Settings” there is a field 
that says “Applied Join Clauses.” This is where the matching variable between the two 
datasets is collected. You will see that the Simple Maps ZIP code file and your screening 
data are joined based on ZIP codes. This is telling Tableau that the variable ZIP/Postal 
Code from the MHA Screening dataset and the variable Zip from the Simple Maps 
dataset contain the same data (zip codes) and can be matched as a common field.. 
NOTE: Here you will notice most of your data from Sheet 1 (the Simple Maps 
dataset) is excluded from the join. This is because your zip code database 
contains all zip codes in the country, and you are only keeping the data from 
those that match the data you have in your file.  

 

 
 

• NOTE: When you create a Join Clause, Tableau automatically chooses an inner 
join (depicted by the gray shading between the two Venn diagram circles below). 
This means that Tableau will only keep data where Zip/Postal Code (from the MHA 
Screening data) and zip (from the Simple Maps data) match. For this purpose, we 
need to use an inner join, as we only want to retain information from the Simple 
Maps file (like city and county name) for the data we have in the MHA Screening 
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file. However, for other analyses, you can change your join clause to be a left, 
right, outer, or unmatched only join as well.  

 
5. Clean Step 4: 

 
• Removes the variables county_names_all, lat, and lng. These aren’t necessary for 

Tableau to be able to map your data. Tableau automatically converts county names to 
latitude and longitude. Because zip codes and counties do not always line up perfectly, 
the county_names_all variable lists all counties that include that zip code. County name 
only lists the county that the zip code is primarily in. If you’d like to keep a record of all 
the counties the zip code touches, you can delete this step.  

• Removes the zip variable from the Simple Maps file. Now both the Zip/Postal Code 
variable and the zip variable in your dataset contain the same information (because you 
matched all records in the join step above). We removed one of these variables to limit 
redundancies in your data.  

• Keeps only data where zip code and state match. Sometimes people will enter a zip 
code and a state that do not match (for example, if the zip code they entered only exists 
in another state). In this case, we don’t know which of their answers is their true location, 
so we want to remove those discrepancies from the dataset. This step creates a 
calculated field named “State Name Match,” which is coded as: 

 
[State]==[state_name] 

 
 This tells Tableau to create a variable with the result “True” if the state name from the zip 
code database and the state selected by the user match, and “False” if they do not. In the 
following step, it filters to keep only those entries where the result is “True.”  

 
• Removes the state_name variable from the Simple Maps file. Like the zip variable, 

you now had two variables for state: State (from the MHA Screening data) and 
state_name (from the Simple Maps file). We removed one of these variables to limit 
redundancies in your data.  

• Creates a “Positive Result” and a “Negative Result” calculated field. It is easier for 
Tableau to calculate rates and map your data if it is a numerical variable. These steps 
assign a count to positive, negative, and total screen results using calculated fields. The 
field “Positive Result” is coded as:  

  
IF [Result]="Positive Result" 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
END  

 
 The field “Negative Result” is coded as:  
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IF [Result]="Negative Result" 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
END  

 

• Creates a “Total Results” calculated field. To aggregate all results, we need to create 
a calculated field that allows us to count “Total Results.” The field “Total Results” is 
coded as: 

 
[Positive Result] + [Negative Result] 
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Appendix B: Full Public-Facing Prep Flow Description 
If you click on each of the steps of your Tableau Prep Flow, there are changes listed to the left 
of your data. This section walks through each of the cleaning steps in the flow and what 
changes occur on each one.  

 
1.  Clean Step 1: 

 

 
• Reformats the variable “zip” to a geographic variable. In the previous step, you 

reformatted your zip variable to a String instead of a number. Tableau now recognizes 
this variable as a string of text. To tell Tableau to recognize it as a ZIP Code, under 
“Data Role,” we have selected “Geographic,” then “ZIP Code/Postcode.” This reformats 
any zip codes that were written incorrectly (for example, where leading zeros may have 
been cut off, or any words that were written in the Zip/Postal Code field). 
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2.  ALL SCREENS Clean Step: 

 
• Reformats the variable “Zip/Postal Code” to a geographic variable. When you load 

in your data, the variable titled “Zip/Postal Code” is often recognized as a number, not a 
zip code. In the ZIP/Postal code box, under “Data Role,” we have selected “Geographic,” 
then “ZIP Code/Postcode.” This reformats any zip codes that were written incorrectly (for 
example, where leading zeros may have been cut off, or any words that were written in 
the Zip/Postal Code field).  

• Reformats the variable “Zip/Postal Code” to a String variable. Although you have 
told Tableau that the Zip/Postal Code variable is a geographic variable in the first step, it 
is still formatted as a number (for example, the zip code 60004 is written as 60,004). In 
the Zip/Postal code box, under “Data Type,” we have selected “String.” This will remove 
commas and reformat them to look like zip codes.  

• Reformats the variable “Entry Date” to remove the time a screen was taken. 
Sometimes users will take the same screen multiple times in one day (for example, 
users may take the screen, go back, change some of their answers and submit again). 
Each submission is recorded as a unique entry because they have different time stamps 
in the variable “Entry Date.” In the data dashboard, it is important to clean out multiple 
submissions of the same screen from the same person, so an individual taking one 
screen multiple times in one day is not counted as multiple individuals. Removing the 
unique time stamps allows Tableau Prep to recognize and aggregate multiple entries 
from a single user in a single day as one entry. We have recoded the “Entry Date” 
variable to only include Date, not Date and Time.  

• Recodes “User Result” into “Positive” and “Negative” categories. Now Tableau will 
be able to remove cases where someone takes the same screen and gets the same 
result in the same day. However, when users take a screen multiple times, they will often 
change one or two answers and resubmit the screen. This may result in a different 
screen result. For example, a person may take the depression screen and get the result 
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of “Severe Depression,” then may take the screen again and get “Moderately Severe 
Depression.” These two records would be kept separately because they have two 
different results, even though they are both considered “positive” screens. Counting 
multiple positive results for a single user will skew the number of people who appear to 
be at risk when building your dashboard. To avoid counting multiple positive results from 
a single user, we recoded the “User Result” variable to contain only “positive” and 
“negative” results. Each of the positive screen results were grouped into one variable 
titled “Positive or Moderate to Severe”, including: ADHD Likely, At Risk for 
Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder, At Risk for Eating Disorder, At Risk for 
Emotional, Attentional, or Behavioral Difficulties, Bipolar Positive, Depression is 
probable, Likely Alcohol or Substance Use, Moderate Anxiety, Moderate Depression, 
Moderately Severe Depression, Possible Risk for Psychosis, PTSD Positive, Severe 
Anxiety, and Severe Depression. Each of the “negative” screen results were grouped 
into one variable titled “Negative or Minimal to Mild,” including: ADHD unlikely, Bipolar 
Negative, Depression is highly possible, Depression is not likely, Depression is possible, 
Low Risk for Eating Disorder, Low Risk for Emotional, Attentional, or Behavioral 
Difficulties, Low/No Risk for Psychosis, Mild Anxiety, Mild Depression, PTSD Negative, 
and Unlikely Alcohol or Substance Use. Now if someone takes a screen and receives a 
Severe Depression result, then goes back and resubmits the screen and gets a 
Moderately Severe Depression result, these will be counted as one record of this person 
taking a depression screen and receiving a positive depression result that day. 

 

 

 
3. Aggregate Step 1:  
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• Aggregates all duplicate screens into one single record. In your Aggregate step, you 

should see all available variables to the left under “Additional Fields.” You will also see a 
space titled “Grouped Fields” and a space titled “Aggregated Fields.” Tableau will check 
all records for instances where all variables you place under “Grouped Fields” match, 
and if there is more than one record, will aggregate them into one record under 
“Aggregate Fields.” MHA has aggregated the following variables in the “Grouped Fields” 
section: Entry Date, IP Identifier, Zip/Postal Code, Age Range, Gender, Race/Ethnicity, 
Household Income, State, Screen, and User Result. The variable “Number of Rows 
(Aggregated)” in the “Aggregate Fields” section tells Tableau to create a count. If all of 
the fields under Grouped Fields match for multiple records, they will be combined into 
one record. For example, if someone on 11/16/2020 takes the depression screen 
multiple times and puts in the same demographic information (age, race/ethnicity, 
gender, etc.) and gets a positive result multiple times (regardless of if they are moderate 
depression, moderately severe depression, or severe depression), they will be counted 
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as one record of a person with that demographic information taking a depression screen 
and receiving a positive result. Initially, we experimented with narrowing to one user by 
only keeping one record from each IP Identifier. However, we discovered that it was 
common to have several different screens under the same IP Identifier when people took 
screens in schools, at health fairs, or in libraries. We have determined that aggregating 
based on both IP Identifier and demographic information is the best methodology for 
keeping screens from institutional use while removing duplicate records from one 
individual. 

 
 
4. Join Step 1: 
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• Join two datasets together. A Join clause joins two datasets together horizontally, 
based on one or two shared fields. This is different from a Union, in which most columns 
are shared between two datasets. A Union is like adding new rows of data into an Excel 
file based on existing columns. A Join is like adding new columns into an Excel file. 
When you click on Join Step 1, in the toolbar on the left, under “Settings” there is a field 
that says “Applied Join Clauses.” This is where the matching variable between the two 
datasets is collected. You will see that the Simple Maps ZIP code file and your screening 
data are joined based on ZIP codes. This is telling Tableau that the variable ZIP/Postal 
Code from the MHA Screening dataset and the variable Zip from the Simple Maps 
dataset contain the same data (zip codes) and can be matched as a common field.. 
NOTE: Here you will notice most of your data from Sheet 1 (the Simple Maps 
dataset) is excluded from the join. This is because your zip code database 
contains all zip codes in the country, and you are only keeping the data from 
those that match the data you have in your file.  
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• NOTE: When you create a Join Clause, Tableau automatically chooses an inner 

join (depicted by the gray shading between the two Venn diagram circles below). 
This means that Tableau will only keep data where Zip/Postal Code (from the MHA 
Screening data) and zip (from the Simple Maps data) match. For this purpose, we 
need to use an inner join, as we only want to retain information from the Simple 
Maps file (like city and county name) for the data we have in the MHA Screening 
file. However, for other analyses, you can change your join clause to be a left, 
right, outer, or unmatched only join as well.  

 
5. Clean Step 3: 
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• Removes the zip variable from the Simple Maps file. Now both the Zip/Postal Code 
variable and the zip variable in your dataset contain the same information (because you 
matched all records in the join step above). We removed one of these variables to limit 
redundancies in your data.  

• Keeps only data where zip code and state match. Sometimes people will enter a zip 
code and a state that do not match (for example, if the zip code they entered only exists 
in another state). In this case, we don’t know which of their answers is their true location, 
so we want to remove those discrepancies from the dataset. This step creates a 
calculated field named “State Name Match,” which is coded as: 

 
[State]==[state_name] 

 
 This tells Tableau to create a variable with the result “True” if the state name from the zip 
code database and the state selected by the user match, and “False” if they do not. In the 
following step, it filters to keep only those entries where the result is “True.”  

 
• Removes the state_name variable from the Simple Maps file. Like the zip variable, 

you now had two variables for state: State (from the MHA Screening data) and 
state_name (from the Simple Maps file). We removed one of these variables to limit 
redundancies in your data.  

• Creates a “Positive Result” and a “Negative Result” calculated field. In a public 
facing dashboard, users will be able to download the raw file that you feed into Tableau 
Desktop. Because of that, your output should only contain aggregated results by zip 
code or city, rather than containing one row for each individual screen taken. To 
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aggregate these results, we needed to create two calculated fields that allow us to count 
“Positive Results” and “Negative Results.” The field “Positive Result” is coded as:  

  
IF [User Result]="Positive or Moderate to Severe" 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
END  

 
 The field “Negative Result” is coded as:  
 

IF [User Result]="Negative or Minimal to Mild" 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
END  

 

• Creates a “Total Results” calculated field. To aggregate all results, we needed to 
create a calculated field that allows us to count “Total Results.” The field “Total Results” 
is coded as: 

 
[Positive Result] + [Negative Result] 

 

• Creates an Age Category: This Prep Flow allows the option to present mapping data 
by age group. To present the data by age while protecting data privacy, we recoded the 
Age variable into a binary between Youth (Under 18) and Adults (Over 18). This allows 
your dashboard users to view rates of mental health conditions in each zip code 
separately for youth and adults. “Youth (Under 18)” includes the age categories: 4-5, 6-
7, 8-10, 11-13, 14-15, 16-17, and 11-17. “Adults (Over 18)” includes the age categories: 
18-24, 18+, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and 65+.  

• Creates a variable for Year: This Prep Flow also allows the option to present mapping 
data by year. This allows us to aggregate screening results to each year rather than 
have an individual row for each day. The field “Year” is coded as: 

 

DATEPART('year',[Entry Date]) 

 

• Reformats the Year variable to a string: Tableau automatically recognizes the new 
calculated Year variable as a number. For example, this causes Tableau to write 2020 
as 2,020. This step reformats the Year variable to a string to remove the additional 
comma.  
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6. Aggregate with Age: 
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• Aggregates to count Positive, Negative, and Total Results by Age Group: This step 
aggregates Positive, Negative, and Total Results for each screen by year, location, and 
age category.  

 
 
7. Aggregate without age: 
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• Aggregates to count Positive, Negative, and Total Results by Age Group: This step 
aggregates Positive, Negative, and Total Results for each screen by year and location. It 
does not include an Age category. This allows you to get total counts of positive, 
negative, and total results for each location, which we can view as the total number of 
results across “All Ages.”  
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8. All Ages by Year:  
 

 
• Creates an “All Ages” label: This calculated field creates an “Age” column that lists “All 

Ages” next to each year and location. This just labels these results as being the total 
number of results across all age categories for each year and location. 
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9. All Years All Ages: 
 

 
 

• Aggregates Counts of Positive, Negative, and Total Results by location and 
screen. This step creates an aggregate without the variable year. The output from this 
gives you an aggregate count of results by location across all age groups and all years. 

 
 
10. Clean Step 4:  
 

 
 

• Creates “All Ages” and “All Years” labels: This clean step creates two calculated 
fields -  an “Age” column that lists “All Ages” next to each location and a “Year” column 
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that lists “All Years” next to each location. This just labels these results as being the total 
number of results across all age categories and all years for each location. 

 

 
 
11. All Years by Age: 
 

 
 

• Aggregates Counts of Positive, Negative, and Total Results by age, location and 
screen. This step creates an aggregate without the variable Year. The output from this 
gives you an aggregate count of results by location and age group across all years. 
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12. Clean Step 5: 
 

 
 

• Creates an “All Years” label: This calculated field creates a “Year” column that lists “All 
Years” next to each location. This just labels these results as being the total number of 
results across all years for each age category and location. 

 

 
 
13. Union 6: 
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• Joins all datasets together into one Union: A Union step means you are telling 
Tableau to combine multiple datasets together on matching variables. Tableau combines 
these datasets vertically, meaning it adds the new data into the columns below data that 
already exists (as if you were entering new data into existing columns in an Excel file). At 
this point in the flow, you have four sets of data: 

o All Years by Age: A summary of results by location and age category across all 
years; 

o Data by Age and Year: A summary of results by location, age category, and 
year; 

o All Ages by Year: A summary of results by location and year across all ages; 
o All Years All Ages: A summary of results by location across all ages and all 

years.  
Each of these datasets have the same columns: Positive Result, Negative Result, Total 
Results, Year, City, Population, ZIP/Postal Code, Screen, and Age. This Union joins 
each of those summary datasets into one overall summary of your data.  
 

  
 
14. Suppress to 5: 
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• Uses a filter to build in data suppression. To create a public-facing data dashboard, 

you must also build in data suppression so users cannot access data from any one 
individual. In MHA National’s work creating our own public-facing data dashboard, we 
met with several epidemiologists who advised us that the standard for data suppression 
is to not show data for any area with fewer than five “positive” results. This step filters 
out any zip codes with fewer than 5 positive results from your dataset. 

 
 


